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1 Introduction  
Within a broader ‘Cornish Ports and Harbours’ project examining the heritage 
significance, protection and implications from forces for change affecting Cornwall’s 
ports and harbours, Fowey Harbour has been chosen for detailed study as it is a large 
multi-purpose port with high stakes in tourism and the china clay export trade.
Discussion of the approach and working methods applied during the execution of the 
project can be found in the overall Project Report. 
Fowey Harbour, comprising Fowey, Bodinnick and Polruan, is situated within the Fowey 
Estuary on the south coast of Cornwall. The estuary is a drowned river valley, or ‘ria’, 
with characteristically steep wooded sides and long sinuous stretches of water that 
penetrate inland as a series of smaller tidal rivers, creeks and pills. The backdrop to 
Fowey Harbour is part of a dramatic and stunningly beautiful coastal landscape that has 
supported local communities since late prehistory and attracted visitors, boatmen, 
artists and writers for centuries.   
Fowey, Polruan and Bodinnick all have their origins in the early medieval period, 
although Polruan may have been the earliest focus of settlement at the mouth of the 
Fowey Estuary, originating from a small fishing harbour in the lee of St Saviour’s 
Chapel on St Saviour’s Hill. Fowey’s origins lie in the establishment of a Christian 
hermitage, or ‘Lann’, in the 5th to 6th century, somewhere in the vicinity of the current 
parish church. A small fishing settlement then developed and subsequently the 
medieval town, which expanded northwards along the narrow coastal strip towards 
Caffa Mill Pill and the ancient crossing point to Bodinnick. A small settlement had grown 
up around the ferry crossing point at Bodinnick by the 14th century, associated with the 
medieval Manor of Bodinnick at Hall.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1 Location map. The red line denotes the study area.  
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By the 12th century Fowey, had become part of the landholdings of Tywardreath Priory 
and by the 14th century the port of Fowey, which also incorporated the quays and yards 
at Polruan, had eclipsed Lostwithiel as the main port in Cornwall. Tin and pilchards were 
the main exports initially, superseded by china clay and shipbuilding by the 19th

century. Both Fowey and Polruan were renowned for shipbuilding from medieval times 
and some of the historic shipbuilding yards are still in use today. China clay remains the 
main export of Fowey and the modern docks dominate the shoreline north of the town.  
Since the 19th century Fowey, Polruan and Bodinnick have grown as holiday 
destinations, with visitors drawn by the stunning coastal scenery of the harbour estuary 
and the areas’ artistic and literary connections; the Fowey Regatta and Daphne Du 
Maurier festival are both prominent annual events. The medieval ferry links between 
Bodinnick and Polruan across to Fowey still run, with only minor changes in location 
and route. 

2 Outline history   
2.1 Early origins – from religious mission to medieval town 
Fowey is first documented as faw-i ‘river of the beech trees’ (Padel 1985; 1988) in 
1223, by which time it had been taken into the landholdings of Tywardreath Priory and 
given its town charter (Luck 2000). A later documentary reference to Langorthou juxta 
Faw-i in 1328 suggests that during the 5th to 6th centuries a small Christian hermitage, 
or ‘lann’, had become established here; most likely close to the site of the present 
parish church of St Fimbarrus. The lann would have been a broadly circular earth 
banked enclosure containing a small chapel and dwellings and it probably stood close to 
a natural landing place on the small tidal inlet that once ran inland to the north of the 
church along what is now Webb Street. A 2nd century Roman coin of the Emperor 
Trajan found near the church suggests this landing place was in use from at least the 
Roman period (Parkes 2000; Thomas 2001).
Polruan, on the opposite side of the estuary may have pre-dated Fowey as a main 
centre of settlement. First documented in 1284 as Lanteglos juxta Porthruan, its name 
derives from the Cornish place-name element Porth, meaning ‘harbour’ and a personal 
name Ruveun (Padel 1985; 1988). Ruveun, or Ruan, may be the name of the saint 
associated with the early medieval St Saviour’s Chapel. The earliest chapel is thought 
to date from the 8th century and it served Polruan as an outlying chapel of Lanteglos 
churchtown and as a daymark at the mouth of the estuary. 
Bodinnick is first recorded as Bodennek in 1302, from the Cornish Bod ‘dwelling’ and 
probably dynek ‘of the fort’ (Padel 1985; 1988), which may indicate a defended Iron 
Age settlement nearby. The settlement was associated with the manor of Hall situated 
on the slopes above Bodinnick and the main seat of the Mohun family from the 14th

century (Parkes 2000; Thomas 2001). 
The early medieval settlements at Polruan and Fowey were probably dependant on 
fishing for their livelihood; once under the patronage of Tywardreath Priory, Fowey paid 
fish tithes to the priory, rights that were retained by the monks after 1314, when other 
rights were granted to the church. Fowey was gifted to Tywardreath Priory in the late 
12th century who worked on developing it into a town. From thence it superseded 
Polruan as the main centre of settlement at the mouth of the estuary; a formal town 
charter was secured for Fowey in 1190 with royal charters in 1316 granting a weekly 
market and two annual fairs. Place House was built by Tywardreath Priory c1260 as 
their headquarters within the town and home to their Stewards. It later became the 
seat of the Treffry family and continues to be their home today (Luck 2000). 
The main core of medieval Fowey centred on the parish church and an open market 
place between the church and Town Quay (Site 50). The exposed position of the town 
left it vulnerable to attack and it was walled on the seaward side, with arched gateways 
into the town at the foot of Lostwithiel Street and at the northern end of Passage 
Street, close to Old Passage Slip (Site 16), the medieval ferry crossing point to 
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Bodinnick (Luck 2000). A second medieval ferry crossing ran from Fowey to Polruan, 
from the rocky foreshore at Whitehouse Point (Site 63). Additional medieval quays 
extended discontinuously between Town Quay and Albert Quay (Site 37) (named Broad 
Slip until the 19th century) and further quays and buildings established themselves as 
the town expanded piecemeal northwards along the narrow coastal strip towards Caffa 
Mill Pill (Parkes 2000). 
A medieval corn mill once stood within a small hamlet at the head of Caffa Mill Pill, a 
little upstream from the current overflow car park. On the northern bank of the pill was 
another medieval hamlet, Carn; now lost but probably in the vicinity of Carn Point 
Docks. To the south of Fowey, Readymoney Cove was probably a simple sand or 
shingle cove at the foot of a stream valley during the medieval period; its name is 
thought to come from the Cornish place-name element rid, ‘ford’ (Padel 1985; 1988); 
redeman, ‘pebbly ford’ (Luck 2000, 37). Love Lane (Site 92), leading away from the 
beach to skirt around Covington Wood, was probably a medieval hollow way used to 
transport beach sand and seaweed to the local fields to sweeten the acid soils; the 
exposed rock still bears the wheel ruts worn by the innumerable carts that made their 
way back and forth. On St Catherine’s Point above Readymoney Cove there was a small 
medieval chapel (see Site 88) dedicated to St Katherine the Virgin, licensed in 1390. A 
1540 chart of Fowey shows the building with a prominent west tower on top of a 
rounded mound that may suggest a medieval castle motte, although there is currently 
no physical evidence for this. The chapel was used as a daymark by sailors and may 
have had a light and/or beacon. It stood opposite the medieval St Saviour’s Chapel at 
Polruan, also situated on a prominent coastal headland and also used as a daymark,
marking the entrance to Fowey estuary (Gossip 2013; Parkes 2000; Thomas 1999; 
Thomas 2001). 

Whilst the medieval town of Fowey expanded, Polruan remained relatively small and 
contained. A series of small quays and beach landing places became established along 
the north side of West Street, the predominant of these being the main Town Quay 
(Site 108), also the site of the of the ferry crossing to Fowey. Like Fowey, these quays 
formed the basis of an extended built waterfront by the 18th to 19th centuries. Between 
the quays narrow cobbled lanes led down between the medieval town plots. Above the 
town the open ground of St Saviour’s Hill was probably used by the local fishermen to 
scan for approaching shoals of fish and to overhaul their fishing gear. The chapel 
served as a navigation daymark and during the early 18th century a linhay was built on 
the back of the church to store seine and drift nets (Parkes 2000).  

2.2 Maritime port and harbour to the fleet 
Fowey flourished under the rich patronage of Tywardreath Priory and during the 
medieval period the market place and Town Quay formed the economic focus of the 
town; a number of important buildings were located here, including a Havener’s Hall. A 
tenement called ‘Havener’s Place’ is documented in the 15th century (Kowaleski 2001, 
12). Its location is unknown but the reputed site of the Havener’s Hall is the 15th

century former merchant’s house on Town Quay (Site 54) (Parkes 2000, 54). The 
havener was the official overseer and regulator of the harbour and the Havener’s Hall 
was the administrative hub of the medieval port. Fowey had eclipsed Lostwithiel as the 
main port in Cornwall by the 14th century; the silting up of the estuary by mine wastes 
was severe by this time, contributing to Lostwithiel’s diminished importance as a port 
as shipping found it harder to reach upstream at states of low tide. A further factor in 
Fowey’s success was the profitable gains made by coastal ports during the wars with 
France and Spain during the 13th to 15th centuries. Shipyards from Fowey and Polruan 
sent 47 ships to the siege of Calais in 1346, the highest number recorded for any of the 
English ports. In 1402 the George of Fowey was the largest ship to sail in Henry IV’s 
fleet and in 1415 a hundred archers sailed from Fowey to take part in the Battle of 
Agincourt (Luck 2000, 11). 
In 1457 a French raid badly damaged areas of the town, including Place, which was 
famously defended by Elizabeth Treffry in her husband’s absence. To reduce further 
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threat, her husband, Thomas Treffry, had two blockhouses built; one to the south of 
the town (Site 77) and one on the opposite side of the estuary at Polruan (Site 118). A
chain ran between these to deter enemy shipping but this was removed soon 
afterwards by order of King Edward IV to punish Fowey for the arrogance of its sailors 
who continued to plunder the coast of France and for its disloyalty to him during the 
Wars of the Roses. A new blockhouse (Site 86) was built by Thomas Treffry on St 
Catherine’s Point c1540 in response to renewed threat of coastal raids by the French 
and Spanish in the aftermath of the reformation under King Henry VIII. All three 
blockhouses were re-garrisoned during the Civil War, when the east bank of the Fowey 
estuary was held by King Charles himself and his force of 7000 men, from his 
headquarters at Boconnoc. St Catherine’s Castle was modified at some point before 
1734 and refurbished in 1855 during the Crimean War. It saw subsequent re-use 
during the World War II as a firing point for a minefield in the entrance of the Fowey 
estuary (Gossip 2013; Thomas 1999).  
By the 15th century the Cornish customs office was based in Fowey and the most 
valuable imports were wine, salt and cloth from regions of France, wood and cloth from 
Ireland and, later, coal from Wales. Exports included cloth, hides and fish but its 
greatest export by this period was local tin. Fowey’s quaysides were progressively 
extending and infilling around earlier slipways and quays during the later to post-
medieval period, eventually creating a near continuous built water frontage running 
from Inch’s Quay (Site 60) to the south of Fowey to Caffa Mill Pill to the north. Varying 
builds of granite block and horizontal shillet in the water frontage today reflect these 
phases of infill as quays expanded and areas of foreshore were brought piecemeal into 
the waterfront; the newly enclosed areas were probably used as boatyards and stores 
as well as newly built quaysides (Parkes 2000). 
During the later medieval period pilchard fishing grew to become one of the primary 
maritime industries in Fowey and Polruan, and Cornwall generally. There are records of 
16th century salt houses and fish cellars within Fowey, which may have been 
concentrated around the waterfront between Broad Slip and Old Passage Slip. Fish 
cellars (Site 117) dating from the 16th century are also recorded at Polruan, towards 
the far end of West Street. These older fish cellars were typically redeveloped as 
pressure for trading space pushed fish processing sites to the town outskirts. Amity 
Court (Site 33), to the rear of numbers 10 and 12 North Street, preserves the name of 
the Amity seine fishing company; seine fishing vastly improved the way in which 
pilchards were fished and by the early 18th century heyday of the industry thousands of 
hogsheads of pilchards were exported daily to the Continent from Fowey; in 1718 
13,182 hogsheads of pilchards were sent – one hogshead contained around 3000 fish 
(Luck 2000, 15).  

2.3 18th and early 19th century boom time 
During the 18th century and into the early 19th century the port of Fowey enjoyed a 
boom time of trade and maritime-related industry. The port’s fishery continued to 
expand with massive pilchard catches recorded during the late 18th century; Philip 
Rashleigh built St Catherine’s Cellar (Site 85) at Readymoney Cove in 1792 to capitalise 
on the upturn in the pilchard industry during this period (Parkes 2000). Fish cellars 
were established at New Quay (Site 95) and Prime Cellars (Site 100) on the east side of 
the Fowey estuary by the 18th century and a fish cellar (Site 107) is recorded to the 
east of Town Quay, Polruan, in the 1839 Tithe award. The quaysides at Fowey and 
Polruan were busy with the export of both pilchards and Newfoundland cod. Salmon 
fisheries along the river were also a valued resource (Luck 2000).  
Imports included timber, coal and limestone, reflecting the growing need for fuels to 
power the new industrial technologies and changing agricultural practices as burnt lime 
became the preferred choice of farmers as an alternative dressing for sweetening the 
locally acid soils. During the early 19th century a number of lime kilns sprang up within 
the coves and pills of the surrounding estuary, including two at Caffa Mill Pill and one at 
Readymoney Cove. In the 1820’s J T Treffry built an incline plane tramway linking one 
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of the limekilns (Site 6) at Caffa Mill Pill with Penventinue; William Rashleigh built the 
limekiln at Readymoney (Site 83) in 1819. A coal wharf (Site 107) was constructed at 
Polruan in the 18th century, adjacent to Town Quay (Parkes 2000; Thomas 2001). 
Boat construction was an expanding industry in Fowey and Polruan during the late 18th

to early 19th centuries, with some boatyards and shipyards established within the town 
itself but also extending beyond to Readymoney Cove and Caffa Mill Pill on the west 
side of the estuary, and as far as Bodinnick on the east. Harbour charts indicate that 
the shipyards were created by enclosing areas of the foreshore to provide slipways, 
workshops and lofts as space and profits allowed (Parkes 2000; Thomas 2001). 
Within Fowey, notable sites include Nickel’s Yard (Site 18) established in 1786 by 
Thomas Nickel and still used for boat repairs and boat hire in the present day (Fowey 
Boat Yard) and Whitford Yard (Site 58), established c the 18th to 19th centuries and 
taken over and extended by Angus Dingle in 1880 (now the site of the Royal Fowey 
Yacht Club). The strand at Readymoney Cove (Site 84) was used for shipbuilding and 
ship breaking during the early 19th century (Parkes 2000; Thomas 2001). Caffa Mill Pill 
was a concentrated focus of industry during the late 18th and early 19th centuries, lined 
with quays and shipyards that extended out onto the tidal reaches. One of these was 
Brokenshaw’s Yard (Site 14), established 1813, later Heller’s Yard, now absorbed into 
the built waterfront and public car park at Caffa Mill. As well as the shipyards there 
were several ropewalks, including one (Site 9) to the south of Station Road at Caffa Mill 
Pill, now part of a trackway running around the north of Passage Street to Place and 
two (Sites 71 and 72) to the west of Fowey, along what is now The Esplanade and St 
Fimbarrrus’ Road (Parkes 2000; Thomas 2001).. 
Within Polruan and Bodinnick notable shipyards included two yards established in the 
17th century, one (Site 110) to the west of Town Quay run by Francis Bond in 1659 and 
one (Site 106) run by Shadrah Ennys, now incorporated within the present day Toms’ 
Yard. A number of additional yards suggest an 18th or 19th century date; to the west of 
Town Quay these included yards recorded in the 1839 Tithe award as run by Nicholas 
Borlase and John Carnall (Sites 111 and 112) and Young’s Yard, under multiple 
ownership from the 18th century until its closure in 1910. Between 1856 and 1885 the 
yard run by Carnall was known as Slade’s yard, run by Christopher Slade, Jane Slade 
and successive members of the Slade family. The quays containing these yards survive 
but the yards are largely redeveloped for residential purposes.   
To the east of Town Quay in Polruan a series of 19th century shipyards (Sites 103 to
106) extended eastwards along the estuary, reclaiming part of the shingle foreshore to 
create a near continuous run, which was fully filled in by the early 20th century. For a 
time these yards were run by William Geach and the Slade family, amongst others. 
Since 1922 these yards have become incorporated within Tom’s Yard, still operating to 
the present day. A further 19th century shipyard (Site 97) is recorded at Bodinnick 
Quay, run by John Marks, Nickels and then Joseph and Nicholas Butson between 1826 
and 1887. Bodinnick Quay still survives and the former 19th century shipwright’s house 
and adjacent buildings are now part of present day Ferryside, the first Cornish home of 
Daphne Du Maurier (Parkes 2000; Thomas 2001).   

2.4 Late 19th and early 20th century  
The late 19th century brought a diversification of roles to the port of Fowey, principally 
brought about by the coming of the railway. The railway link from Lostwithiel was 
established in 1863, running in to Caffa Mill Pill around Carn Point. The western end of 
the pill was reclaimed to create a new waterfront at Fowey by this time to 
accommodate the new station and railway terminus. Initially intended to bring in iron 
ore from the Restormel Royal Mine to new jetties at Carn Point Docks (Site 2), it soon 
changed in 1869 to transporting the locally mined Hensbarrow china clay for export; 
the newly accessible deep water harbour frontage being preferable to the shallower 
harbours within St Austell Bay. Alongside the continuing industries of ship building and 
pilchard fishing (now a declining industry), the export of china clay grew to become 
Fowey’s major industry, with Carn Point soon the busiest china clay docks in the world. 
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The railway also brought increased visitor numbers to the Fowey estuary, drawn by the 
dramatic coastal scenery. A wider trend in recreation and leisure pursuits during the 
19th century fed the growth in tourism and visitors flocked to Fowey by rail and steamer 
to enjoy the popular seaside resort that Fowey was fast becoming. New ornamental 
gardens and walks were created to enhance and enjoy the coastal landscape; the 
shoreline between Whitehouse Point and Readymoney Cove was modified and 
reinforced by sea walls of stone and concrete to allow for the expansion of residential 
housing and the growing number of hotels and guesthouses in the developing tourist 
quarter to the southwest of the medieval town. The industrial ropewalks were replaced 
by the Esplanade and St Fimbarrus’ Road to provide terraces for coastal walks and 
genteel housing. To accommodate the growth in leisure activities, salt water bathing 
pools (see Site 67) were cut from the rocky foreshore and the estuary was increasingly 
used for pleasure boating and regattas. By the 1890’s steamers offered river excursions 
to Mevagissey and Looe and the south coast of Cornwall. A yacht club was established 
at Whitford’s Yard in the 1880’s, becoming the Royal Fowey Yacht Club (Site 56) in 
1905. The Fowey Gallants Sailing Club (Site 33) followed some years later in 1947, 
taking over Amity Court, the site of the former Amity Court Seine Fishing Company 
(Parkes 2000; Thomas 2001). 
At Readymoney, the Rashleighs of Menabilly had begun to establish ornamental 
landscaping on the open coastal slopes above Readymoney Cove during the late 18th to 
early 19th centuries. By the late 19th century ornamental woodland (Site 93) and 
gardens stretched along the south side of the slopes above Readymoney as far as St 
Catherine’s Point. The former medieval chapel became the site of the Rashleigh 
memorial (Site 88), established by William Rashleigh in 1867 (Gossip 2013; Parkes 
2000; Thomas 1999; Thomas 2001). 
Fowey was also the draw of a number of literary and artistic figures during the late 19th

and early 20th centuries, of which Daphne Du Maurier and Arthur Quiller Couch are the 
best known. Their literary works have inspired many future visitors to Fowey and their 
influence on the town remains a significant part of its present character and livelihood. 
Both Fowey and Polruan played an important part in the defence of the Cornish 
coastline during the years of the World War II and in the D-Day landings of 1945. The 
fortifications included several gun emplacements and pillboxes constructed along the 
water frontage between Fowey and St Catherine’s Point, including one at Whitehouse 
Quay (Site 64). Two searchlights were positioned at St Catherine’s Point (see Site 89)
and in the grounds of Point Neptune (Site 82). A Bofors gun was located in the grounds 
of the Castle Folly at Readymoney Cove and a substantial coastal battery and ancillary 
base (Sites 89, 90 and 91) was established on St Catherine’s Point, adjacent to the 
former 16th century blockhouse. This heavy battery was under the control of 
Commander Fixed Defence, Falmouth, taken over subsequently by 19 Coast Artillery 
Group then the 557 Coast Regiment. Ahead of the D-Day landings, American forces 
dominated the town and hutted camps and extra anti-aircraft batteries were built to 
accommodate them. Local hotels were commandeered as headquarters and officer’s 
messes (Gossip 2013; Parkes 2000; Thomas 1999; Thomas 2001). Although no visible 
remains of the extra camps survive, a 1946 RAF Aerial photograph suggests the 
location of two of these; on Rawlings Lane, now Briarfield, and Windmill, off New Road 
Hill (Fig 8). It also shows elements of the World War II battery on St Catherine’s Point. 
At Polruan two 19th century coastal batteries are documented on St Saviour’s Hill; 
earthworks (Site 123) on the coastal slope may be the site of one of these. A drill hall 
(Site 122) and practice rifle butts (Site 124) were also established on St Saviour’s Point 
during the 19th century and during the World War II the drill hall became the site of a 
Bofors gun emplacement, the platform for which is still visible as raised earthworks. A 
World War II pillbox and searchlight battery (Site 124) was also established on St 
Saviours Point, adjacent to the former rifle butts. A further Bofors gun may have been 
placed near St Saviour’s Chapel. At Bodinnick a type 24 pillbox (Site 98) survives 
adjacent to the road leading down to the ferry, opposite the Ferry Inn (Parkes 2000; 
Thomas 2001). 
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During the late 19th and early 20th century St Saviour’s Hill was the site of several 
coastguard watch sites, which included a late 19th century coastguard station (site 125) 
adjacent to St Saviour’s Chapel, now in use by the National Coastwatch Institute. An 
early 20th century coastguard station and adjoining cottages (Site 120) on St Saviour’s 
Hill are now solely converted to residential use, whilst a coastguard lookout (Site 124) 
situated adjacent to the former rifle butts survives as a square rock-cut platform. 

2.5 The present day 
Fowey, Polruan and Bodinnick continue to balance their role as popular tourist 
destinations with being part of a busy and successful commercial seaport and harbour.
The estuary remains a popular yachting location and the fleet of boats based in Fowey 
Harbour includes boats of all shapes and sizes, celebrated every year during Fowey 
Royal Regatta Week. The town of Fowey continues its long standing association with 
two of the great Cornish families whose ancestry is closely linked its history of 
development; the Treffrys and the Rashleighs. Both were significant landholders within 
the town and influential in its continuing development and character. 
The ancient ferry crossings to Bodinnick and Polruan continue to provide a well-used 
service and both Fowey and Polruan retain a number of small-scale boatyards and 
maritime businesses undertaking boatbuilding and repairs. Many of these occupy the 
historic buildings and quaysides of their forbears and keep alive the distinctive 
character of historic Fowey Harbour and its maritime heritage. 
Fowey Harbour is a popular tourist and yachting location and its fleet includes boats of 
all types and sizes celebrated through the annual Fowey Royal Regatta week, one of 
Britain’s premier sailing events. Fowey holds the annual Daphne Du Maurier literary 
festival, an annual celebration of arts and literature founded in 1996. The May festival 
is now a recognised fixture in the national arts calendar and attracts many visitors to 
the town each year. The commercial core of Fowey sports a range of boutique-style 
shops, cafes, bars and restaurants and many residential buildings in Fowey and Polruan 
are converted to hotels, bed and breakfasts, holiday cottages and second homes.  
The passenger railway service to Fowey was disbanded in the 1960s. A major 
reconstruction of Carn Point Docks in the 1970s extended into the former station site at 
Caffa Mill Pill to create a private road link between Carn Point and Par Docks. Within the 
modern docks the 19th century jetties and mooring dolphins (Site 2 – see Fig 2) are still 
in use. Fowey is now the largest china clay port in the world, exporting to Scandinavia, 
North Europe, the Mediterranean and North America. The port facilities are leased by 
Imerys Minerals from The Railway Companies and annual figures show that around 850 
ships enter the port each year, handling around 700,000 to 800,000 tonnage. 
Fowey Harbour is a Trust Port managed by an independent Board of Commissioners set 
up in 1869 to promote and regulate trade. The harbour covers nearly 1,000 acres 
extending from the seaward limit from a line across the harbour mouth between 
Punches Cross and St. Catherine’s Castle to seven miles upstream to Lostwithiel at the 
upper limit of tidal navigation. As well as providing deep water facilities for the export 
trade it is a safe haven for in excess of 1500 resident pleasure craft and 7000 to 8000 
visiting vessels. There has been a towage service within the port since 1881, 
established to assist early sailing ships having difficulty negotiating the currents and 
wind conditions within the estuary. Fowey Harbour and estuary currently ranks in the 
top 40 UK harbours and the top cargo handling port in the South West region 
(www.foweyharbour.co.uk). 
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Fig 2 Fowey railway wharfs loading china clay at Carn Point Docks (© Cornwall Centre 
Collection, Redruth). 

Fig 3 A sketch of Caffa Mill Pill, with the remains of the San Nicholas, by Sir Thomas 
Acland c1822 or 1824. With permission of the Royal Institute of Cornwall (R.I.C). 
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Fig 4 Fowey and Polruan from Hall Walk c1910 (© Cornwall Centre Collection, Redruth). 

Fig 5 Readymoney Cove circa 1900. Photographer unknown. With permission of the 
Royal Institute of Cornwall (R.I.C). 
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Fig 6 First Edition of the Ordnance Survey 25 Inch Map, c1880. 
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Fig 7 Second Edition of the Ordnance Survey 25 Inch Map, c1907. 
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Fig 8 RAF aerial photograph (1946: Ref No E36 4228 22 March 1948).  
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Fig 9 Aerial photograph (Cornwall Council 2005). 
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3 Description 
Fowey Harbour, incorporating the settlements of Fowey, Polruan and Bodinnick with 
their harbours, docks and quays, occupies the mouth of the Fowey Estuary (NGR SX 
11985 50785 to SX 12463 53058). 
Fowey’s medieval town core and quay remains the hub of the modern commercial 
town, the medieval and post-medieval built waterfront extending from Inch’s Quay in
the south to Old Passage Slip in the north. The extended historic waterfront is a 
principal element of Fowey’s current character, set against the backdrop of the 
medieval town and parish church. To the north at Caffa Mill Pill there remain elements 
of the 18th and 19th century industrial character of this area, now drastically impacted 
by the modern scale and nature of Carn Point Docks. The modern concrete and tarmac 
of visitor car parking and the re-located Bodinnick ferry terminal have replaced the tidal 
waters of the pill and the bustle of the shipyards and quays that once lined its banks. 
To the south of town, between Town Quay and Readymoney Cove, the character is 
more genteel, with large houses and gardens terraced into the steep cliff slopes to 
maximise the views across the estuary. St Catherine’s Point is a peaceful place of tree-
lined walks and breath-taking coastal views, the tranquillity of the woods below belying 
the long history of military purpose on the exposed headland above.  
Polruan, on the opposite side of the estuary from Fowey, is now predominantly a quiet 
residential town, its core still focussed around the small harbour and Town Quay. The 
historic waterfront is largely redeveloped for residential use although Tom’s Yard 
remains a significant presence, extending north eastwards along the estuary edges 
towards Pont Pill. Polruan out of season is the domain of local residents and businesses, 
linked to its sister town of Fowey by the long standing ferry crossing from Town Quay. 
In the summer months the town is a bustling place, alive with visitors. St Saviour’s Hill 
has lost some of its dominance over the town but remains a windswept open space for 
walkers and visitors to enjoy the far reaching views over the estuary and out to sea. 
Bodinnick has always been a small inward looking settlement nestled along the steep 
valley sides bordering the road down to the medieval ferry crossing to Fowey. A 
peaceful hamlet of closely crowded buildings and a small quayside harbour, the regular 
to and fro of the chain ferry an almost hypnotic element to the everyday workings of 
the wider harbour.
The modern waterway of the Fowey estuary is a busy and colourful place, the sparkling 
waters a magnet for boats of all shapes and sizes. Modern pontoons and jetties add to 
the historic fabric of the quaysides, providing extra moorings. The gentility of the 
Fowey yacht clubs contrasts with the boatyards and maritime premises that continue to 
cluster along the historic harbour fronts of Fowey and Polruan, redolent of their long 
heritage of ship building and repair. The present day port is a sum of its many parts, 
containing both closed and intimate glances between the historic buildings and quays 
and expansive coastal vistas and estuary views from the higher ground with its 
panoramic gardens, open coastal ground and walks. Fowey Harbour experienced from 
the estuary is a selective encounter reserved for those who take to the water but a 
walk out to the many pontoons or along the shoreline at low tide allows views back 
towards the towns of Fowey and Polruan with their juxtaposition of historic quays and 
slipways, port-side buildings, maritime yards and premises.  
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3.1 Gazetteer 

No Site type MCO NGR 
(SX) 

Period Description Designation 
& Grade 

1 CHINA CLAY 
DOCKS

- 12755 
52516 
(centred)

EARLY 
MODERN/
MODERN

Carn Point Docks, a 
china clay docks 
with mainly modern 
superstructures but 
retaining the 19th

century jetties and 
mooring dolphins 
(Site 2)

None

2 JETTY - 12846 
52957 
and
12792 
52498 
(centred)

EARLY 
MODERN

The 19th century
jetties of the early 
docks at Carn Point
retained as part of 
the modern docks

None

3 JETTY - 12743 
52363
(centred)

MODERN A 20th century jetty 
within Carn Point 
Docks

None

4 RAILWAY - 12717 
52312 
12609 
52214

EARLY 
MODERN

A section of the 
railway line through 
Carn Point Docks 
from to the former 
station house at 
Caffa Mill Pill is still 
visible as a bank 
along the southern 
edge of the docks 
perimeter 

None

5 ENGINE SHED - 12680 
52290

EARLY 
MODERN

An engine shed re-
used as a goods 
shed. Part of the 
former railway 
complex,  now 
within Carn Point 
Docks (Site 1)

None

6 LIME KILN 44937 12581 
52268

EARLY 
MODERN

The site of a lime 
kiln built by J T 
Treffy in the 1820’s 
is now the location 
for a series of 
containers within 
Carn Point Docks 
(Site 1)

None

7 STATION 
MASTERS 
HOUSE

56687 12597 
52211

EARLY 
MODERN

Former station 
masters house, of 
granite and render 
under a slate roof. 
Seen to be in a state 
of disrepair but 
under renovation at 
time of field visit. 
Now demolished and 
the site under 
redevelopment

None

8 GOODS 
YARD/POND/

- 46763 EARLY The former station 
yard at Fowey is 

None
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No Site type MCO NGR 
(SX) 

Period Description Designation 
& Grade 

CREEK 28565 MODERN now a car park. This 
area was formerly 
part of the tidal pill 
and may have been 
retained to form an 
enclosed pond when 
the pill was infilled; 
the c1880 OS map 
shows a depression 
or pond linked to a 
building to the west 
that may have been 
the mill, but this is 
not clear

9 ROPEWALK/
TRACKWAY

- 12423 
52253
12559 
52151

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN

The site of a 
ropewalk to the S of 
Caffa Mill Pill is now 
a section of  
trackway through 
woodland 

None

10 WORKS 45034 12589 
52172 
12616 
52178

EARLY 
MODERN

Two buildings, one 
brick built with 
adjacent industrial 
chimney and 
outbuildings, one of 
granite rubble with 
brick, converted 
from former 
buildings associated 
with the gasworks 
on this site

None

11 RAILWAY 
STATION/ 
SHIPYARD

- 12598 
52228 
(centred)

POST 
MEDIEVAL/ 
EARLY 
MODERN

The site of 
Langman’s shipyard 
was replaced by the 
railway station and 
is now part of the 
gardens north of the 
station masters 
house site (Site 7) 

None

12 SLIPWAY/
FERRY 
TERMINAL

- 12706 
52273

MODERN Modern slipway used 
by the Bodinnick 
ferry following its 
relocation from Old 
Passage Slip (Site 
16) in the 1970’s

None

13 SEA WALL - 12702 
52257
12693 
52207

MODERN Sea wall of concrete 
setts, cobbles and 
uprights retains the 
modern car park on 
reclaimed ground at
Caffa Mill Pill

None

14 LABOUR 
EXCHANGE/
SHIPYARD

- 12685 
52202

MODERN A modern building, 
formerly the docks 
labour exchange, 
now converted to a 
dwelling named 
‘Hellers Yard’. It 
stands on the site of 
the 18th to 19th

None
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No Site type MCO NGR 
(SX) 

Period Description Designation 
& Grade 

century
Brokenshaw’s,  later 
Hellers shipyard

15 QUAY - 12701 
52206
12752
52180

POST 
MEDIEVAL/ 
EARLY 
MODERN

A section of built 
waterfront north of 
Old Passage Slip 
formed of granite 
rubble sea walls and 
steps appears to 
part overlie older 
granite quay walls

None

16 SLIPWAY/
FERRY 
TERMINAL

- 12758 
52177

MEDIEVAL/
POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN

Early modern 
slipway and the 
Fowey end of the 
medieval ferry 
crossing from 
Bodinnick, which 
relocated to Caffa 
Mill Pill (Site 12) in 
the 1970s

None

17 QUAY - 12768 
52168
12798 
52092

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN

Built waterfront of 
infilled quays and 
slips, demonstrating 
various phases and 
styles of infill, 
mainly of shillet and 
granite block

None

18 SHIPYARD/ 
BOAT YARD

- 12802 
52081

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

Thomas Nickel and 
Sons shipyard from 
at least the late 18th

century, now the 
Fowey Boat Yard

None

19 LIFEBOAT 
HOUSE

- 12778 
52073

MODERN Modern lifeboat 
station and RNLI 
shop

None

20 CAR PARK/ 
QUAY

- 12797 
52068 
12772 
51996

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN

The site of Berrill’s 
Yard, a coal wharf,
re-used as a car
park. The exterior
walls retain traces of 
old store buildings
(Site 24). An early 
modern metal crane 
(Site 21) stands at 
the NE corner 

None

21 CRANE - 12802 
52066

EARLY 
MODERN/
MODERN

A metal crane 
stands at the NE 
corner of Berrills 
Yard (Site 20), a
former coal wharf 

None

22 LANDING 
STEPS

- 12798 
52069

MODERN Concrete and 
wooden steps lead 
down to the water 
between Berrill’s 
Yard (Site 20) and 
the Fowey Boat Yard 
(Site 18). 

None
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No Site type MCO NGR 
(SX) 

Period Description Designation 
& Grade 

23 PONTOON - 12818 
51994
(centred)

MODERN A modern pontoon 
extending from the 
former Berrill’s Yard 
quayside (Site 20) is 
the mooring of the 
Fowey lifeboat

None

24 STORE 
BUILDING

- 12769 
52000

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN

A section of walling 
in the SW corner of 
Berrill’s Yard (Site 
20) is probably that 
of a former store 
building 

None

25 LANDING 
STEPS

- 12770 
52000

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN

A lane runs down 
the south side of 
Berrrill’s Yard car 
park (Site 20) to 
granite steps leading 
to the water

None

26 QUAY - 12772 
51994
12742 
51925

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN

Built waterfront to 
the S of Berrill’s 
Yard car park (Site 
20), with various 
phases and styles of 
granite and shillet 
build infilling former 
quays and slips

None

27 BOAT STORE/ 
BOAT YARD/ 
QUAY

- 12734 
51915

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

A modern dinghy 
park for the Gallants 
Sailing Club occupies 
a possible former 
boat yard or quay. 
An early modern sail 
loft (Site 28) within 
the site is currently 
a maritime supplier, 
Sail Shape, formerly 
Mitchell’s Sails. The 
site may overlie a 
post medieval quay   

None

28 SAIL LOFT - 12727 
51924

EARLY 
MODERN

An early modern sail 
loft stands within a 
yard (Site 27) used 
by the Gallants 
Sailing Club. Still a 
maritime supplier,  
Sail Shape

None

29 LANDING 
STEPS

- 12722 
51899

MEDIEVAL/
POST 
MEDIEVAL

An access lane and 
steps down to the 
water to the north of 
the Square Rig. May 
be medieval/post -
medieval in origin.

None

30 QUAY - 12725 
51892

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN

A quay to the rear of 
the Square Rig, of 
horizontal granite 
rubble/shillet

None

31 QUAY/ 
BOATHOUSE

- 12724 
51880

POST 
MEDIEVAL

An extended quay of 
horizontal granite 
rubble/shillet, site of 

None
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No Site type MCO NGR 
(SX) 

Period Description Designation 
& Grade 

a boathouse, now
part of hotel 
grounds

32 BOAT YARD - 12717 
51871

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN

Watty’s Boat Yard. A 
boat house still 
survives to the rear 
of Nos 10 and 12 
North Street 

None

33 FISH CELLAR/ 
SAILING CLUB

- 12709 
51856

POST 
MEDIEVA/ 
EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

Site of the former 
Amity Court Seine 
Company, now 
Fowey Gallants 
Yacht Club 

None

34 CUSTOM 
HOUSE

- 12703 
51833

POST 
MEDIEVAL/ 
EARLY 
MODERN

An 18th century
building with some 
older stonework. 
Former custom 
house, currently 
converted to 
residential use

Listed 
Building 
Grade II 

35 QUAY - 12700 
51835

MEDIEVAL/ 
POST 
MEDIEVAL

Glover’s Quay, now 
the site of the 
former Custom
House (Site 34) and 
adjacent Post Office, 
incorporating the 
slips and steps 
either side

Listed 
Building 
Grade II

36 SEAMENS 
MISSIONS

- 12690 
51822

POST 
MEDIEVAL/ 
EARLY 
MODERN

An 18th century 
building used as a 
Seamen’s Mission, 
currently a gallery

Listed 
Building 
Grade II

37 QUAY 46518 12699 
51822
12699 
51790

MEDIEVAL/ 
POST 
MEDIEVAL/ 
EARLY 
MODERN

A quay complex and 
built waterfront 
incorporating Albert 
Quay and the infilled 
Broad Slip

None

38 PORT 
AUTHORITY
OFFICES

- 12676 
51777

EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

Fowey Harbour 
Commissioners 
Offices

None

39 BOAT HOUSE - 12671 
51782

EARLY 
MODERN

A 19th century boat 
house, still in use as 
an emergency store

Listed 
Building 
Grade II

40 PONTOON - 12717 
51761

MODERN A pontoon extends 
from Albert Quay
(Site 37)

None

41 SLIPWAY - 12681 
51782

POST 
MEDIEVAL/ 
EARLY 
MODERN

A granite block 
slipway and steps 
inset into the granite 
rubble wall of Albert 
Quay (Site 37), 
formerly Broad Slip

None

42 ANTI-TANK 
OBSTACLE

- 12679 
51781

MODERN A stone tank trap 
remains embedded 
in the wall of the 
harbour office 
building (Site 38), 
part of a row of 

None
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No Site type MCO NGR 
(SX) 

Period Description Designation 
& Grade 

World War II
defences on Albert 
Quay (Site 37)

43 QUAY - 12665 
51753

POST 
MEDIEVAL/ 
EARLY 
MODERN

An extended quay 
projects from the 
built waterfront (Site 
44) to the rear of 
the Old Quay House 
Hotel (Site 45)

None

44 QUAY - 12669 
51775
12625 
51723

MEDIEVAL/ 
POST 
MEDIEVAL

A built waterfront of 
extends between 
The Galleon and the 
Fowey Harbour 
offices (Site 38) 

None

45 SEAMENS 
MISSION

- 12642 
51775

EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

The Old Quay House 
Hotel, formerly in 
use as a seamen’s 
mission

Listed 
Building 
Grade II

46 LIFEBOAT 
HOUSE

- 12626 
51711

EARLY 
MODERN

A lifeboat house to 
the north of Town 
Quay, now 
incorporated into 
The Galleon Inn

None

47 QUAY - 12628 
51712 
(centred)

POST 
MEDIEVAL/ 
EARLY 
MODERN

A post medieval 
quay, now the site 
of the Galleon Inn,
infills the built 
waterfront to the 
north (Site 44) and 
Town Quay (Site 50) 

None

48 CREEK - 12603 
51705 
(centred)

ROMANO-
BRITISH/ 
MEDIEVAL

A small tidal inlet 
running inland to the 
north of Town Quay 
(Site 50) was a used 
as a landing place 
from at least the 
Roman period.
Infilled during the 
late to post-
medieval period

None

49 QUAY - 12628 
51695

POST 
MEDIEVAL/ 
EARLY 
MODERN

A quay extends 
Town Quay (Site 50) 
to the north, infilling 
the mouth of a 
former tidal inlet 
(Site 48)

None

50 QUAY 4788 12623 
51673 
(centred)

MEDIEVAL/ 
POST 
MEDIEVAL

Town Quay, 
probably the earliest 
quay serving the 
monastic settlement 
and later town. The 
original frontage 
stood inland to the 
W, near the market 
place (Site 53). Part 
of this quay is a
post-medieval 
extension

None
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No Site type MCO NGR 
(SX) 

Period Description Designation 
& Grade 

51 SLIPWAY/ 
FERRY 
TERMINAL

- 12644 
51680

MODERN A modern slipway on 
the extended Town 
Quay (Site 52) is 
used as a terminal 
for the Polruan Ferry

None

52 QUAY - 12639 
51668
(centred)

MODERN An extension to 
Town Quay (Site 50) 
post-dates the 
c1907 OS map. 

None

53 MARKET 
PLACE

- 12594 
51683 
(centred)

MEDIEVAL/ 
POST 
MEDIEVAL

A medieval market 
place probably stood 
to the east of the 
church, fronted by 
Town Quay (Site 
50). Contains a 15th

century former 
merchants house 
and guild hall and 
the remains of a 14th

century guild chapel 
within the 18th

century Town Hall 

Contains the 
Grade II 
Listed Town 
Hall and 
Grade II* 
Listed Fowey 
Museum

54 PORT 
AUTHORITY 
OFFICE

- 12624 
51665

MEDIEVAL/ 
POST 
MEDIEVAL

A 15th century
merchant’s hall on 
Town Quay may be 
the site of the 
medieval Havener’s 
Hall. Currently a 
restaurant

Listed 
Building 
Grade II*

55 QUAY/BOAT 
HOUSE

- 12591 
51642

POST 
MEDIEVAL/ 
EARLY 
MODERN

A post medieval 
quayside, absorbed 
into the 19th century 
waterfront. Treffry’s 
Slip and boathouse
stand within its
extent

Contains the 
rear of Grade 
II Listed 
buildings 
fronting 
Lostwithiel 
Street

56 SAILING CLUB - 12527 
51611

MODERN The Royal Fowey 
Yacht Club from 
1906, occupies part 
of the former 
Whitford Yard 
shipyard (Site 58)

None

57 SLIPWAY - 12542 
51608

MODERN Slipway serving the 
Royal Fowey Yacht 
Club (Site 56)

58 SHIPYARD - 12537 
51616

POST 
MEDIEVAL

Whitford Yard 
shipyard, now partly 
occupied by the 
Royal Fowey Yacht 
Club (Site 56) and a 
modern residence

None

59 QUAY - 12505 
51593

POST 
MEDIEVAL/ 
EARLY 
MODERN

A quay to the rear of 
the Marina Villa 
Hotel is indicated on 
the c1880 and 
c1907 OS maps, 
now part of the hotel 
complex

None
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No Site type MCO NGR 
(SX) 

Period Description Designation 
& Grade 

60 SLIPWAY/ 
LANDING 
POINT

46502

46503

12495 
51583

MEDIEVAL/ 
POST 
MEDIEVAL/ 
EARLY 
MODERN

Inch’s Quay 
combines a complex 
of slipways and a
rock ledge (possibly 
cut) used as a 
landing place

None

61 SLIPWAY/ 
LANDING 
POINT

46507 12352 
51445
(centred)

MEDIEVAL/ 
POST 
MEDIEVAL/ 
EARLY 
MODERN

A series of slipways 
and rock cut landing 
points making up
Whitehouse Quay

None

62 SEA WALL 46504 12371 
51478
(centred)

POST 
MEDIEVAL/ 
EARLY 
MODERN

A post medieval, 
possibly 19th century
sea wall, survives to 
a length of around 
35m to the north of 
Whitehouse Quay 
(Site 61)

None

63 SLIPWAY/ 
QUAY/   
FERRY 
TERMINAL

46505 12369 
51461

MEDIEVAL/ 
through to 
MODERN

A slipway and quay 
may replace an 
earlier landing point 
for the Polruan 
ferry; this crossing 
is at least medieval 
in origin and still in 
use in the summer 

None

64 PILLBOX 40437 12363 
51458

MODERN A World War II
pillbox at 
Whitehouse Quay 
(Site 61)

None

65 LIGHT HOUSE - 12358 
51449

MODERN The ‘Red Rocket’ is a 
navigational aid on 
the site of a former 
lighthouse, visible 
for eight miles

None

66 SLIPWAY 46508 12379 
51429

POST 
MEDIEVAL

A slipway at 
Whitehouse Quay 
extending an earlier 
rock cut slipway 
(Site 61), now badly
eroded

None

67 SWIMMING 
POOL

46509 12357 
51434

MODERN A rock cut bathing 
pool at Whitehouse
Quay (Site 61)

None

68 LANDING 
POINT/ STEPS

46511 12303 
51431

MEDIEVAL/ 
through to 
MODERN

A landing place with 
rock cut steps leads 
up to a promenade 
on Whitehouse Quay
(Site 61)

None

69 LIGHT HOUSE - 12417 
51465

MODERN A fixed harbour light 
stands at the end of 
a modern pier, part 
of Whitehouse Quay 
(Site 61)

None

70 COASTAL 
BATTERY

26711 12316 
51441

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN

The site of an 18th

century eight-gun 
battery overlooking 
Whitehouse Point

None
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No Site type MCO NGR 
(SX) 

Period Description Designation 
& Grade 

71 OPEN 
ROPEWALK

- 12359 
51496
12199 
51393

POST 
MEDIEVAL/ 
EARLY 
MODERN

The Esplanade to 
the north west of 
Whitehouse Point 
follows the line of a 
former ropewalk

None

72 OPEN 
ROPEWALK

- 12345 
51572
12081 
51371

EARLY 
MODERN

St Fimbarrus Road 
follows the line of an 
earlier ropewalk, 
which may have 
been covered rather 
than open (Parkes 
2000)

None

73 WORKSHOP - 12086 
51373

EARLY 
MODERN

A workshop 
associated with the 
former ropewalk 
(Site 73), is now 
rebuilt as a house

None

74 LANDING 
POINT

- 12264 
51397

EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

A landing place, 
access path and 
steps to the south of 
the Fowey Hotel 
gardens

None

75 SUMMER 
HOUSE/ 
OBSERVATION 
POINT

46512 12270 
51399

EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

A summerhouse, 
ruined, and site of a 
World War II
observation post 
adjacent to Site 74

None

76 SEA WALL - 12286 
51425

MODERN A section of sea wall 
to the south west of 
Fowey Hotel gardens

None

77 ARTILLERY 
FORT

26715 12177 
51334

MEDIEVAL/ 
POST 
MEDIEVAL

A 15th century 
blockhouse; partly 
ruined. A chain ran 
to a second 
blockhouse at 
Polruan but its 
removal was ordered 
soon after by King 
Edward IV

Listed 
Building 
Grade II*
Scheduled 
Monument

78 LANDING 
POINT

- 12195 
51320

MODERN A modern concrete 
fortification or 
landing place to the 
SW of the 
blockhouse (Site 77)

None

79 PILLBOX 40436 12128 
51302

MODERN A World War II
pillbox with access 
path and footbridge 
(possibly 
demolished) at Polly 
Foots Cove

None

80 COASTGUARD 
STATION

- 12061 
51295

EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

A row of three early 
19th century houses 
are recorded as 
coastguard houses 
in Parkes (2000)

Listed 
Building 
Grade II

81 PILLBOX 40745 12065 
51244

MODERN A World War II
pillbox survives east 
of Tower Park. A 

None
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No Site type MCO NGR 
(SX) 

Period Description Designation 
& Grade 

second pillbox may 
have stood adjacent 
to the south

82 BATTERY/ 
SEARCHLIGHT 
BATTERY

42503 11907 
51078

POST 
MEDIEVAL/ 
EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

The site of a 17th to
18th century battery 
at Point Neptune is 
documented in 
Parkes (2000). Also 
the site of a World 
War II searchlight 
battery

None

83 LIMEKILN/ 
FOLLY/ 
BATTERY

45027 11793 
51103

EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

A limekiln built by 
William Rashleigh in 
1819, later rebuilt as 
a folly and beach 
shelter. A gun 
emplacement was 
constructed on the 
roof of the limekiln 
during the World 
War II (Parkes 
2000)

None

84 SHIPYARD 46519 11786 
51087

EARLY 
MODERN

A shipyard and 
breaking yard sited 
at Readymoney 
Cove during the 18th

to 19th century
(Parkes 2000)

None

85 FISH CELLAR 46520 EARLY 
MODERN

St Catherine’s 
Cellar, an 18th

century fish cellar, 
net loft and stores 
built by Philip 
Rashleigh, now 
residential

None

86 ARTILLERY 
FORT

26674 11870 
50934

MEDIEVAL/
through to 
MODERN

St Catherine’s
Blockhouse, built by 
Thomas Treffry and 
re-used several 
times into the 20th

century. It formed 
part of the World 
War II coastal 
battery (Site 89)

Listed 
Building 
Grade II*
Scheduled 
Monument

87 COASTAL 
BATTERY

40413 11885 
50933

MODERN A World War II gun 
emplacement 
adjacent to the 16th

century blockhouse 
on St Catherine’s 
Point (Site 86)

Scheduled 
Monument

88 CHAPEL/ 
MAUSOLEUM

10186 11784 
50959

MEDIEVAL/ 
EARLY 
MODERN

The site of St 
Catherine’s Chapel, 
licensed in 1390, 
now the site of the 
Rashleigh family 
mausoleum

None

89 CLIFF 
CASTLE/ 
COASTAL 

52793 11802 
50940 

IRON AGE/ 
through to 

The earthworks of a 
probable Iron Age 
cliff castle survive at 

None but 
includes the 
Grade II* 
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No Site type MCO NGR 
(SX) 

Period Description Designation 
& Grade 

BATTERY (centred) MODERN St Catherine’s Point. 
The site also 
contains the remains 
of the medieval St 
Catherine’s Chapel 
and 19th century
Rashleigh memorial 
(Site 88), the 
medieval and post 
medieval blockhouse 
and battery (Site 
86) and the World 
War II coastal 
battery (Sites 87, 
89, 90 and 91)

Listed 
blockhouse, 
also a 
Scheduled 
Monument

90 TRAINING 
HUT/   
PARADE 
GROUND

- 11767 
50982

MODERN The base of a World 
War II training hut 
and steps leading to 
a former parade 
ground on St 
Catherine’s Point, 
part of the coastal 
battery

None

91 TOILET BLOCK - 11815 
50972

MODERN The toilet block that 
was part of the
World War II coastal 
battery remains 
extant. Other 
structures 
associated with the 
battery survive on
St Catherine’s Point 
but this, the parade 
ground (Site 90) and 
gun emplacement 
(Site 87) are those 
most readily visible 

None

92 HOLLOW WAY - 11742 
51086
(centred)

MEDIEVAL/ 
POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN

Love Lane was 
probably a medieval 
hollow way from 
Readymoney Cove.
Used to ship sand 
from the beach to 
sweeten soils. Now a 
modern road

None

93 ORNAMENTAL 
WOODLAND

- 11736 
51036 
(centred)

EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

Part of the 
ornamental gardens 
and woodland 
established by the 
Rashleigh family on 
the slopes of St 
Catherine’s Point 

None

94 HARBOUR - 12113 
51034 
(southern 
extent)

MEDIEVAL 
through to 
MODERN

The estuary from St 
Catherine’s Point to
the tidal limits seven 
miles upstream at 
Lostwithiel forms the 
extent of Fowey 
Harbour

None
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No Site type MCO NGR 
(SX) 

Period Description Designation 
& Grade 

95 QUAY/FISH 
CELLAR/BOAT
YARD

4839 212880 
52380

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

New Quay Cellars is 
recorded on a 
Boconnoc estate 
map and on the 
c1907 OS map. The 
quay was originally 
fish cellars. It was a 
boatyard in the 
1990’s

None

96 SLIPWAY/ 
FERRY 
TERMINAL

26697 212931 
52165

MEDIEVAL 
through to 
MODERN

The ferry crossing 
from Bodinnick to 
Fowey is first 
recorded in the 14th

century. Its route 
has altered slightly 
and now runs to 
Caffa Mill. A modern 
concrete slipway is 
the terminal for the 
present-day chain 
ferry

None

97 SHIPYARD/
QUAY/HOUSE

4741 212950 
52160

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

The 1839 Lanteglos
by Fowey tithe 
award records a 
shipwright’s yard 
and house. It was 
run by John Marks 
during the 1820’s to 
1840’s and by
Nicholas and Joseph 
Butson until 1868. It 
is recorded as 
Bodinnick Quay on 
the c1907 OS map. 
The 19th century 
workshop or 
boathouse was
converted as a 
residence and was 
the family home of 
Daphne Du Maurier
for a time. The 
figurehead of the 
Jane Slade, which 
featured in her novel 
Loving Spirit is 
mounted on the 
front of the house.
The house was used 
as officers’ quarters 
during the World 
War II.

None

98 PILLBOX 42467 212987 
52172

MODERN A Type 24 pillbox in 
front of Rose 
Cottage, overgrown 

None

99 INN/HOUSE - 212993 
52189

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

The Ferry Inn dates 
from the early 17th

century. It was 
originally the Great 
House, recorded on 

None
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(SX) 
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& Grade 

a Boconnoc estate 
map of 1771, at 
which time the inn 
stood on the site of 
the later shipyard 
(site 97)

100 QUAY/FISH 
CELLAR/ 
BOATHOUSE

53996 212965 
51947

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

A fish cellar, quay, 
trackway, mooring 
posts and steps 
were constructed at 
Prime Cellars in the 
18th century. Shown 
as a boathouse on 
modern OS mapping

None

101 QUAY/ 
SLIPWAY

53995 212960 
51600

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN

A rock cut quay,
access steps, and a 
mooring ring and 
iron chain. The quay 
is now surfaced with 
concrete

None

102 LANDING 
POINT

40402 213037 
51392

MODERN Groyne–like 
structures extend 
out into the tidal 
mudflats, possibly 
for landing flat 
bottomed craft 

None

103 SHIPYARD/ 
FISH 
PROCESSING 
FACTORY/ 
MARINE 
ENGINEERING 
WORKS

26680 212821 
51183

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

A shipyard shown on 
the c1880 OS map. 
A building shown on 
the c1907 OS map 
as a sardine factory 
survives as part of a 
modern engineering 
works with boat
sheds and slipway

None

104 SHIPYARD/
QUAY

26700 212727 
51127

EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

A shipyard is 
documented from 
c1830 when it was 
occupied by William 
Geach. It remains a
boatbuilding yard,
part of Tom’s Yard

None

105 SHIPYARD/ 
QUAY

- 212696 
51085

EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

A small 19th century 
quay and shipyard, 
now part of Tom’s 
Yard

None

106 SHIPYARD 8945 21263 
51030

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

A 17th century 
shipyard run by
Shadrah Ennys. 
Several subsequent 
owners, including 
the Slade Family in 
the late 19th to early 
20th century. It is 
still extant. The 
quay walls comprise 
large granite blocks, 
with later infill walls 
of granite rubble 

None
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(SX) 

Period Description Designation 
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stone. A wooden 
clad building bears 
the name C. Toms 
and Sons and the 
date 1922. A 
modern slipway and 
pontoon have been 
added and there is 
some infill of the 
foreshore to the E

107 FISH CELLAR/ 
COAL WHARF

18586 212610 
51020

EARLY 
MODERN

A 19th century coal 
wharf built of Killas 
and rubble stone. 
May have been 
extended at some 
point as the walls 
demonstrate two 
types of build. A fish 
cellar is documented
in the 1839 tithe 
award. The 
foundations of 
building walls are 
present on the wharf 
but these may have 
been modified

None

108 QUAY 4876 212570 
51051

MEDIEVAL/
POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN

‘Town Quay’,
Polruan,
documented from 
1660. Extended 
several times. The 
quay walls are built 
of granite block at 
its S end. The N
section is battered 
and built of Killas 
and rubble stone 
with some modern 
concrete sections 
and surfacing. A 19th

century granite 
block slipway to the 
E of the Lugger Inn 
is surfaced in 
modern concrete

None

109 NET LOFT - 212573 
51010

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN

A late 18th century 
net loft on rubble 
stone piers

Listed 
Building 
Grade II

110 QUAY/
SHIPYARD/
BOATHOUSE

- 212557 
51019

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN

A small quay of 
Killas and granite 
rubble stone to the 
west of Town Quay, 
shown on the c1880
and c1907 OS maps. 
Boathouse, rebuilt. 
Possible site of 
Shipyard run by 
Francis Bond in 1659

None
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(SX) 
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111 SHIPYARD/ 
BOATHOUSE/
HOUSE

- 212534 
51004

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN

A shipwright’s house 
and yard is shown in 
the 1839 tithe 
award, occupied by 
Nicholas Borlase. 
The house still 
stands, built of Killas 
and rubble stone.
The upper two 
stories appear to be 
an historic rebuild.
Building has been 
recently refurbished

None

112 QUAY/ 
SHIPYARD/
BOATHOUSE

8946 212517 
51007

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN

A quay owned by 
John Carnall is 
documented in the 
1839 tithe award.
Slade’s shipyard 
between 1856 and 
1885. The quay 
walls are extant, 
built of Killas and 
rubble stone

None

113 Quay - 212496 
50998

EARLY 
MODERN

A quay is shown 
here on the c1880
and c1907 OS maps. 
The tithe map shows 
shingle foreshore. 
Quay walls are 
extant and (viewed 
from afar) appear to 
be built of Killas
and/or rubble stone

None

114 LANDING 
POINT

- 212480 
51003

MEDIEVAL/ 
POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN

Rock cut steps and 
landing place

None

115 QUAY - 212463 
51013

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN

A 19th century quay 
and 19th century 
buildings, presently 
residential

None

116 QUAY/ 
SHIPYARD/ 
SLIPWAY/ 
BOATHOUSE

42426 212437 
51013

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN

The site of Young’s 
Yard shipyard, 
multiple occupiers, 
closed in 1910. A
boathouse and 
slipway are now 
converted for 
residential use. A 
19th century 
boathouse still
stands to the east

None

117 FISH CELLAR/
COASTGUARD 
STATION/ 
BOATHOUSE/
SLIPWAY

56699 
53928

212375 
51079 
(centred)

POST 
MEDIEVAL/
EARLY 
MODERN

Fish cellars dating to 
the 16th to 18th

century, later used 
as a boathouse and 
coastguard station.
A slipway and steps 

None
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are extant on the 
rocks to the north. 
Currently residential

118 BLOCKHOUSE 26716 212335 
51085

MEDIEVAL/
POST 
MEDIEVAL

Polruan blockhouse 
was built in the 15th

century and went 
out of use in 1622 
when superseded by 
St Catherine’s Castle 
on the Fowey side of 
the estuary. 
Constructed of local 
slate stone with 
granite mouldings

Scheduled 
Monument 
DCO14906
Listed 
Building 
Grade II*

119 LANDING 
POINT

- 212319 
51093

MEDIEVAL/
POST 
MEDIEVAL/ 
EARLY 
MODERN

A rock cut ledge to 
the northwest of 
Polruan blockhouse 
gives access down 
to the water and 
may have been used 
as a landing point

None

120 COASTGUARD 
STATION

29502 212375 
50891 
(centred)

MODERN A coastguard station 
and housing is 
shown on the c1907 
OS map, now wholly 
residential

None

121 ROAD - 212289 
50886 
(centred)

POST 
MEDIEVAL/ 
EARLY 
MODERN

Battery Lane, named 
for the battery on St 
Saviour’s Hill. It has 
high slate stone 
walling on its south 
and west sides 

None

122 DRILL HALL/ 
BATTERY

53923 212330 
50820

EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

A 19th century drill 
hall, now the site of 
Hoe Cottage, which 
may incorporate 
part of the drill hall 
building. Earthworks 
to the southeast of 
the house may be 
the platform for a 
World War II gun 
emplacement

None

123 BATTERY 26676 212273 
50748

POST 
MEDIEVAL/ 
EARLY 
MODERN

Earthworks on St 
Saviour’s Point may 
be those of the 
battery documented 
in 1883. Battery 
Lane (Site 121) may 
be associated with 
this site 

None

124 RIFLE BUTTS/
PILLBOX/
COASTGUARD 
STATION/ 
SEARCHLIGHT 
BATTERY

53915 
53917 
53918 
53919

212300 
50710 
(centred)

EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

The limestone and 
rubble angled wall of 
19th century rifle 
butts is extant on St 
Saviour’s Point. On 
the seaward side a 
sub-circular concrete 
platform may be the 

None
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base of a World War 
II pillbox. A 
rectangular rock cut 
base may be the site 
of a 20th century 
coastguard lookout. 
A World War II
searchlight battery 
is documented for 
this site

125 COASTGUARD 
STATION

53920 212523 
50789

EARLY 
MODERN/ 
MODERN

A 19th century 
coastguard station is 
still in use by the 
National Coastwatch 
Institution 

None

126 CHAPEL/ 
DAYMARK

10233 212515 
50796

MEDIEVAL/
POST
MEDIEVAL/ 
EARLY 
MODERN

A surviving section 
of wall from St 
Saviour’s Chapel, 
founded in the 8th

century. The wall is
probably from a 13th

century chapel on 
the site. Also saw 
historic use as a 
daymark

Scheduled 
Monument
DCO1018

Listed 
Building 
Grade II
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Fig 10 Plan showing Gazetteer entries. 
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Fig 11 Caffa Mill Pill looking south towards Old Passage Slip (Site 16).  
 
 

Fig 12 Looking north from Old Passage Slip (Site 16) to Carn Point Docks (Site 1). 
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Fig 13 Looking north from Old Passage Slip (Site 16) towards Carn Point Docks(Site 1) 
with the Bodinnick Ferry crossing to Caffa Mill Pill. 

Fig 14 Old quay walls (Site 15) at Caffa Mill Pill showing phases of rebuilding and infill. 
Old Passage Slip (Site 16) can be seen centre left of shot. 
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Fig 15 Fowey Boatyard, formerly an 18th century shipyard, Thomas Nickel & Sons (Site 
18). 

Fig 16 Looking south from the former coal wharf at Berrill’s Yard (Site 20) towards a 
modern pontoon (Site 23), home to the Fowey lifeboat. 
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Fig 17 The former coal wharf at Berrill’s Yard (Site 20) looking north towards the Fowey 
Boatyard (Site 18).  

Fig 18 looking along the built waterfront (Site 26) between Berrill’s Yard and Watty’s 
Boatyard; the quay walls, access lanes and steps are all part of the phasing of 
waterside development from the medieval to post-medieval period onwards 
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Fig 19 One of the historic access lanes to    Fig 20 The old Custom House and quay  
the river between quays and buildings    (Sites 34 and 35) on Custom House Lane,    
on North Street.                 now a private residence.  

Fig 21 The Fowey Harbour Offices (Site 38) and adjacent 19th century boathouse (Site 
39) on Albert Quay. A World War II anti-tank trap is set into the quay wall  
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Fig 22 The built waterfront (Site 44) between Albert Quay and Town Quay is medieval 
to post-medieval in origin, with much phasing of rebuilding and infilling. 

Fig 23 The built waterfront between Albert Quay and Berrill’s yard (incorporating Sites 
30, 31) is medieval to post-medieval in origin, with much phasing of rebuilding and 
infilling. 
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Fig 24 Town Quay (Site 50) looking north west; the quay underlying the lifeboat house 
and Galleon Inn infills a former tidal inlet. 

Fig 25 A section of built waterfront between Town Quay and Albert Quay (part of Site 
44) shows an infill between two quays and different build styles. An inset granite 
lintel may reflect a now demolished structure, such as a boathouse or store. 
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Fig 26 An extended post-medieval quay and access steps to the rear of the Old Quay 
House Hotel (Site 43). 

Fig 27 Pillbox (Site 64) adjacent to Whitehouse Quay (Site 61), looking north east from 
the foot of the access slipway. 
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Fig 28 Fixed harbour lights at Whitehouse     Fig 29 A modern rock-cut bathing pool  
Quay include the ‘Red Rocket’ (Site 65).       (Site 67) and slipway (Site 66) at  
            Whitehouse Quay 

Fig 30 Looking south from Whitehouse Quay (Site 61); the cliff edges bear the remains 
of World War II defences and the 15th century Treffry blockhouse (Site 77). Access 
paths and steps lead down from the houses on the Esplanade. 
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Fig 31 The 19th century lime kiln (Site 83) at Readymoney Cove, now a folly and 
seating area with adjoining beach shelter and toilet block . 

Fig 32 Looking down across the former lime kiln (Site 83) and fish cellars (Site 85) at 
Readymoney Cove; the fish cellars have been re-built as cottages. A shipyard and 
breakers yard (Site 84) was situated on the beach between the two during the 18th 
and 19th centuries. 
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Fig 33 Love Lane (Site 92) leads away from   Fig 34 The Rashleigh family mausoleum 
Readymoney Cove; wheel ruts are still          on St Catherine’s Point (Site 88), formerly  
visible in the exposed bedrock.       the site of St Katherine’s Chapel.           
         

Fig 35 Concrete base belonging to the World War II training hut on St Catherine’s Point 
with steps leading to the adjacent parade ground (Site 90). 
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Fig 36 St Catherine’s Point (Site 89), looking across the 16th century blockhouse (Site 
86) towards Polruan. 

Fig 37 Looking north along the Fowey estuary (Site 94) from St Catherine’s Point (Site 
89). 
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Fig 38 Looking towards Bodinnick from the chain ferry, with the ferry terminal (Site 96) 
centre and Bodinnick Quay and Ferryside (Site 97) right of shot. 

Fig 39 Looking down from St Saviour’s Hill towards the string of 19th century shipyards 
(Sites 103 to 106) extending towards Pont Pill, now comprised within Tom’s Yard. 
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Fig 40 Looking east up Saviour’s Hill towards the remains of St Saviour’s Chapel (Site 
126) and the 19th century former coastguard station (Site 125), now a National 
Coastwatch Institute station.  

Fig 41 Looking southwest towards the wall of the former rifle butts on St Saviour’s 
Point, behind which are the remains of an early 20th century searchlight battery and 
World War II pillbox (Site 124).  
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Fig 42 Polruan Blockhouse (Site 118). 

 

Fig 43 looking down on the site of the former Young’s Yard shipyard (Site 116). A 19th 
century boathouse survives on its eastern side. 
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Fig 44 Looking south from Town Quay, Polruan, (Site 108) towards the former Coal 
Wharf (Site 107), with Tom’s Yard shipyard (Site 106) left of shot.  

Fig 45 Looking north along Town Quay, Polruan, (Site (108), with the Fowey ferry 
sitting at harbour. 
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3.2 Historic character 
The following sub-sections present the results of a rapid characterisation of the study 
area using information from three ‘previous’ time-slices based on: the 1839 Fowey and 
St Veep and the 1845 Lanteglos by Fowey Tithe mapping and the c1880’s First and 
Second Edition Ordnance Survey mapping (mid to late 19th century character); c1907 
Second Edition Ordnance Survey mapping and 1946 RAF vertical photographs (early to 
mid-20th century character) with present character based on 2014 Ordnance Survey 
digital mapping. The characterisation mapping is shown at Sub-Type level, the lowest 
hierarchy of historic characterisation. These component parts or site types are 
discussed below within a broader context of characterisation aimed predominantly at 
‘Broad Type’ level.

3.2.1 Early to mid-19th century character 
The earliest Historic Characterisation time slice created for Fowey Harbour 
demonstrates it’s early to mid-19th century character (Fig 46), at the point where 
Fowey was still a relatively compact nucleus around St Fimbarrus parish church and 
Polruan and Bodinnick small fishing villages nestled within sheltered curves of the 
estuary and the main crossing points across the estuary mouth. Reflective of the 
differences in form and function of these settlements for this time-slice, Fowey is 
characterised under Historic Characterisation Broad Type ‘Settlement’, Sub-Type 
‘Town’, Polruan and Bodinnick as Broad Type ‘Fishing’, Sub-Type ‘Fishing Village’
The close relationship between the wider port of Fowey and the tidal estuary is 
reflected in Fowey and Polruan by this point through the series of quays and slipways 
extending as near continuous built waterfronts, having infilled the older piecemeal 
quays and slipways of the medieval to post-medieval periods. The port-related 
character of these quayside areas are characterised under Broad Type ‘Water 
Transport’, Character Type ‘Port and Dock Installation’, Sub-Types ‘Quay’ and ‘Slipway’. 
The early 19th century character of Fowey Harbour reflects a time of key changes in the 
maritime and industrial livelihood of the port. Interspersed along the quays of Fowey 
and Polruan were small boatyards and fish cellars. A number of small isolated quays 
and fish cellars also occupied sections of the eastern estuary-side between Bodinnick 
and Polruan. The fish cellars (Broad Type ‘Fishing’, Character Type ‘Fish Processing’) 
were already part of a dying industry by this time. The contrasting prominence of the 
shipbuilding industry within this time slice is reflected in a concentration of yards 
(Broad Type ‘Shipping Industry’, Sub-Type ‘Shipyard’) and quays around Caffa Mill Pill 
to the north of Fowey and within the core of Polruan, with additional solitary yards at 
Readymoney Cove and Bodinnick. The shipyards were associated with ancillary 
industries such as lime kilns and ropewalks, characterised under Broad Types 
‘Processing Industry’ and ‘Shipping Industry’, respective Sub-Types ‘Lime Kiln’ and 
‘Open Ropewalk’.  
Beyond the settlement cores and port extent the broader early 19th century character 
of Fowey Harbour was defined by its coastal topography and the backdrop of ancient 
woodland (that is woodland that has seen minimal if any active ‘management’) and 
enclosed farmland. Although formed by ancient geo-physical processes, these 
peripheral areas have long seen some degree of adaptive influence through the agency 
of man. The coastal and intertidal areas are therefore characterised under the Broad 
Types ‘Cultural Topography (Intertidal)’ and ‘Cultural Topography (Landward)’,
respective Sub-Types ‘Creek’, ‘Foreshore (Rocky)’, ‘Foreshore (Shingle)’ and ‘Foreshore 
(Sandy)’ and ‘Cliff’. The ancient woodland and fields that still extended down to the 
estuary edges are characterised as Broad Type ‘Woodland’, Sub-Type ‘Ancient 
Woodland’ and Broad Type ‘Enclosed Land’, Sub-Type ‘Field’.
Despite siltation issues further upstream the character of the estuary waters from early 
times through to the present day has been that of a multiple purpose tidal waterway, 
variously used as a shipping channel and as the means of connecting settlements, 
harbours and landing places along its extent. It is characterised for all the Historic 
Characterisation time slices as Broad Type ‘Water Transport’, Sub-Type ‘Active 
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Navigation Channel’ to reflect this multiple character. The ferry crossings from 
Bodinnick and Polruan, operational since medieval times, served Old Passage Slip to the 
north of Fowey and Whitehouse Quay to the south. The routes and embarkation points 
on both sides of the estuary have shifted slightly over time but where present for this 
time slice are characterised as Broad Type ‘Water Transport’, Sub-Type ‘Ferry 
Terminal’.
To the south of Fowey the high cliff tops remained largely undeveloped by the early 
19th century. The cliff slopes and rocky foreshore (Broad Types ‘Cultural Topography 
(Landward)’ and ‘Cultural Topography (Intertidal)’) provided a dramatic interface 
between the maritime nature of the estuary and the softer face of the farmland, 
meadows and gardens that bordered the cliff tops and backed the town to the south 
and west. Some evidence of the maritime industry that prevailed within the town and 
Caffa Mill Pill could be seen in the ropewalks (Broad Type ‘Shipping Industry’, Sub-Type 
‘Open Ropewalk’) laid out along the cliff tops. The small nucleus of industry focussed on 
Readymoney Cove represented a microcosm of the trending change from pilchard 
fishing and sand extraction towards ship construction and lime production more widely 
evident within the extent of Fowey Harbour. 
By the early 19th century the defensive character of the blockhouses at the mouth of 
the estuary was reaching its nadir, with St Catherine’s Blockhouse given only a brief 
revival during the years of the World War II. St Catherine’s Point during the early 19th

century was largely still open coastal ground (Sub-Type ‘Coastal Rough Ground’); the 
slopes facing Readymoney Cove in the infancy of ornamental planting by the Rashleigh 
family, which had its floruit later in the 19th century and during the early part of the 
20th century. St Saviour’s Hill, to the south of Polruan, was also in part coastal rough 
ground and part taken into enclosure (Broad Type ‘Enclosed Land’, Character Type 
‘Enclosed Land (Coastal)’, Sub-Type ‘Field’) as coastal pasture and mixed arable.

3.2.2 Late 19th and early 20th century character 
The late 19th to early 20th century character reflects a time of considerable change in 
the development of Fowey Harbour; although still an important maritime port the 
shipping industry of its former years had diminished, to be replaced by the growing 
industries of china clay production and tourism. To the north of Fowey this change was 
evidenced around Caffa Mill Pill and Carn Point in particular. The creek at Caffa Mill Pill 
was infilled to hold the new railway terminal (Broad Type ‘Transport’, Sub-Type 
‘Railway’) and Carn Point was transformed from its semi-natural state into a series of 
jetties and quays (Sub-Types) geared to the export of china clay (Fig 47). 
Within Fowey there was also extensive development of the residential and commercial 
sectors, partly fuelled by the growth of the town as a popular tourist resort. The 
construction of new hotels and boarding houses stretched southwards along the cliff 
tops, capitalising on the spectacular estuary views. There was a developing relationship 
between both Fowey and Polruan as coastal resorts and the estuary as a focus of 
leisure pursuits during the later 19th to early 20th centuries. This is further evidenced by 
the bringing in of the coastal slopes into the gardens of clifftop homes, predominately 
to the southwest of Fowey, where access ways, slips and access steps were also 
created to gain private access to the water and beaches along the foreshore. 
Whitehouse Quay was extended to include visitor seating and a bathing pool (Broad 
Type ‘Recreation’, Sub-Type ‘Bathing/Swimming) adjacent to the Polruan ferry 
terminal. The former meadows and garden plots on this side of the estuary were turned 
into pleasure gardens and walks (Broad Type ‘Recreation’, Sub-Type ‘Parks and 
Gardens’). 
Within both Fowey and Polruan many of the smaller quaysides and jetties had been 
encroached upon by residential development by the late 19th to early 20th century,
becoming progressively incorporated into the domestic enclave. This was also apparent 
at Bodinnick, though to a lesser extent. The character of Polruan and Bodinnick may 
have been less that of fishing village by this time, moving more towards that of town 
and hamlet; characterised as Broad Type ‘Settlement’ as a pose to Broad Type 
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‘Fishing’. The historic quays would have retained much of their earlier form and 
architecture, however, probably with some continuation of the stores, boathouses and 
maritime function of previous years, so that there was still some distinction between 
the domestic character of the ‘Town’ or ‘Hamlet’ and the maritime character of the 
waterfront (Sub-Type ‘Quay’).  
At an individual level the shifting trends of the late 19th to early 20th centuries in Fowey 
saw some industrial premises taken over to provide a variety of changes in use; for 
example, a new gas works at Caffa Mill Pill (Broad Type ‘Energy Industry’, Sub-Type 
‘Gas Holder’) in response to new energy technologies; the establishment of the Royal 
Fowey Yacht Club (Broad Type ‘Recreation’, Character Type ‘Water Sports’, Sub-Type 
‘Sailing Club’) within part of the former Whitford Yard shipyard as a response to the 
growth of leisure-based activities and tourism. At Polruan a short-lived shipyard at 
Brazen Island had been taken over by a sardine factory (Broad Type ‘Fishing’, Sub-
Type ‘Fish Processing Factory) by the early 20th century. 
At Readymoney Cove the character had also shifted from industrial towards recreation 
and leisure by the late 19th to early 20th century (although this was on a more private 
basis) with the re-landscaping of Rashleigh family land to form pleasure gardens and 
ornamental woodland. The former fish cellars and lime kiln were also converted to 
residential use and a beach-side folly and gardens. The genteel and self-contained 
residential character of the cove during this time reflected that of a small hamlet (Broad 
Type ‘Settlement, Sub-Type ‘Hamlet’) around the sandy beachhead, backed by 
extensive private gardens (Broad Type ‘Settlement, Sub-Type ‘Garden’) and woodland 
(Broad Type ‘Woodland, Sub-Type ‘Ornamental Woodland’). The sense of the earlier 
fording place at the foot of a narrow wooded valley and bordering a small natural cove 
was probably never very far away; its ancient character remains tangible at 
Readymoney Cove even into the present day. 
An increase in provision for maritime safety saw a series of coastguard stations and 
lookouts established at Polruan during the late 19th and early 20th centuries, particularly 
on St Saviour’s Hill. The chapel had already seen a long history of use as a daymark 
but this use was probably decreasing by this time as the ruins became less visible from 
offshore. Characterised under Broad Type ‘Water Transport’, Character Type ‘Maritime 
Safety’, the Sub-Types for these character elements are ‘Coastguard Station’, ‘Lookout’ 
and ‘Daymark’. Coastal paths (Broad Type ‘Transport’, Sub-Type ‘Coast Path’) were 
established during this period to link coastguard sites and facilitate the patrol of the 
clifftops and the many hidden coves around the estuary and these paths continue in 
use today as part of the wider SW Coastal Path.  
For a time during the World War II years, sites within and around Fowey Harbour 
developed a significant defensive character, being ideally placed to protect the estuary 
mouth from enemy shipping and aircraft attack. Pillboxes, gun emplacements and 
searchlight batteries were located at intervals along the cliff slopes at Fowey and 
Polruan, these ‘Sub-Types’ characterised under Broad Type ‘Defence’, Character Type 
‘Coastal Defences’. The extensive coastal battery and ancillary base on St Catherine’s 
Point dominated the estuary during the World War II, with much of its form remaining 
visible within the woodland and coastal ground of the present day. During this period 
the earlier blockhouse was re-commissioned as part of the defensive line, perpetuating 
the defensive history of this part of the Fowey coastline. St Saviour’s Hill, Polruan, also 
saw a concentration of defensive sites, being well placed to guard both the estuary 
mouth and the coastal approaches. A solitary pillbox at Bodinnick was situated to guard 
the ferry slipway and harbour there.

3.2.3 Present character 
The present character of Fowey Harbour is much more clearly delineated than the 
earlier time slices above where the maritime, industrial and leisure aspects were more 
broadly integrated within and around the settlement cores of Fowey, Polruan and 
Bodinnick and the wider port environs. The industrial side of Fowey is now 
predominantly concentrated at Carn Point and the substantial china clay docks,
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characterised as Broad Type ‘Water Transport’, Sub-Type ‘China Clay Docks’. These 
have extended south and west to incorporate the now defunct railway line and its 
sidings; the remaining railway yards have become a long stay visitor car park and boat 
park. Caffa Mill Pill has been further infilled to provide further visitor car parking and a
new terminal (Broad Type ‘Water Transport, Sub-Type ‘Ferry Terminal) for the re-
routed ferry crossing from Bodinnick. Along Station Road some of the surviving 19th

and early 20th century industrial buildings are now converted to residential use (Fig 48).  
At Polruan, Tom’s Yard continues the long tradition of boat building in the town, having 
amalgamated a number of smaller 19th century yards but now closely concentrated to 
the east of Town Quay. The former shipyard and sardine factory further east at Brazen 
Island has reverted to its early ‘Shipping Industry’ character and is presently the site of 
a marine engineering works. 
Whilst a small number of small-scale maritime businesses are still to be found in 
Fowey, the majority of previously maritime and industrial buildings are now converted 
to commercial use or redeveloped as restaurants, cafés and galleries. A new lifeboat 
house and pontoon at Berrill’s Yard house the present Fowey lifeboat, a reminder of the 
continuing importance of Fowey as a maritime centre on Cornwall’s south coast and the 
need for safety provision for commercial and leisure visitors to the area.  
Within both Fowey and Polruan the majority of historic quays and slips accessing on to 
the estuary are now incorporated within private residences and commercial premises, 
with extended buildings and gardens replacing the stores and boathouses of earlier 
years. Many of the historic quay walls are still visible along the built waterfronts,
alongside the historic access lanes and steps down to the water, many of which still 
survive. Their present day character is now more generally part of the domestic ‘Town’ 
(Sub-Type), although where individual quays can still be identified these remain 
characterised as Broad Type ‘Water Transport’, Sub-Type ‘Quay’. In addition to the 
historic mooring points and quays there are a number of modern pontoons (Broad Type 
‘Water Transport’, Sub-Type ‘Pontoon’) for the mooring of visiting leisure craft. Fowey 
town centre is the hub for the present day sailing and yachting contingent of Fowey 
Harbour, with both the Royal Fowey Yacht Club and the Fowey Gallants Sailing Club 
prominent within this. 
The southern end of Fowey, along The Esplanade to Point Neptune, is now largely a 
residential area and the location of the town’s largest and most resplendent hotels. The 
character of this area retains the genteel nature of its late 19th century origins and 
within its extent there are still some quiet gardens and walks (although some of these 
have now been brought into private ownership) from which to enjoy the spectacular 
backdrop of the estuary and its coastal vistas. A series of modern sea walls (Broad 
Type ‘Flood and Erosion Defence, Sub-Type ‘Sea Wall’) are testament to the vulnerable 
nature of the exposed cliff sides along this section of the coast, and the need to 
maintain safe and enjoyable access for visitors as well as protect the residences along 
the cliff tops. At the base of the cliffs there are still many access points and steps down 
to the water, although some are now disused; as are the remains of the World War II 
defences in this area and across the estuary at Polruan. 
The historic fishing village of Polruan remains a quaint and characterful place, now 
largely residential and with a significant number of coastal holiday homes and rental 
cottages. Local businesses are generally small and cater to the needs of local residents 
and holiday visitors. Above the town, the open coastal ground and farmland on St 
Saviour’s Hill has been significantly encroached upon by housing as the town has 
expanded away from the narrow confines of the estuary sides onto the higher ground. 
As with present day Fowey, this wider character of Polruan is captured under Broad 
Type ‘Settlement’, Sub-Type ‘Town’.
At the southernmost end of Fowey, Readymoney Cove still appears as an unexpected 
delight to first time visitors, retaining some of its earlier secluded character, no longer 
separate from the town but still with its own integrity of character. Visitors walking the 
coast from Fowey town centre to St Catherine’s Point are therefore still treated to the 
changing character of the town along the way and the appreciation of once historic 
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‘separateness’ that this generates. The leafy rock cut Love Lane retains an ancient feel, 
the wheel ruts of carts carrying sand from the beach still visible in the bedrock (Fig 
33); the lane is also part of the historic ‘Saints Way’. The woodland covering St 
Catherine’s Point retains some of its 19th century ornamental design but is now largely 
regenerated woodland; the point with is former coastal battery and blockhouse also 
largely reverted to rough coastal ground, but with surviving elements of its historic past 
still visible to the discerning visitor. The approach into Readymoney Cove from the 
southwest follows one of the former coastguard paths, now part of the SW Coast Path 
and a picturesque gateway into Fowey from the open headland. 
Polruan, too, can be approached by visitors following the SW Coast Path from the south 
east, heading in across St Saviour’s hill via the former coastguard’s path and into the 
town along the narrow and high-walled Battery Lane. Visitors to Polruan by car will 
have followed a circuitous route along the narrow inland lanes. If travelling across from 
Fowey they will have used the chain ferry to Bodinnick, which runs at all times of the 
year, weather dependent. The present day character of Bodinnick remains that of a 
small waterside hamlet, quiet except for the near constant queue of cars waiting to use 
the ferry in summer. Bodinnick Quay and the former shipyard are now wholly 
residential, incorporated within the present day ‘Ferryside (Broad Type ‘Settlement’, 
Sub-Type ‘House’).
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Fig 46 Early to mid-19th century previous character map showing characterisation to 
Sub-Type level, based on the 1839 and 1845 Fowey, St Veep and Lanteglos by 
Fowey Tithe Maps. 
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Fig 47 Late 19th to early 20th century previous character map, based on the c1880 and 
c1907 OS maps 
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Fig 48 Present character map, based on OS digital mapping (2014) 
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4 Designation, ownership and management 
4.1 Designations 
4.1.1 Heritage designations 
Scheduled Monuments 
A Scheduled Monument is one designated by statute as a site of national importance 
and is protected by The Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979, as 
amended by The National Heritage Act 1983. By law, any proposed work affecting such 
sites requires Scheduled Monument Consent from the Secretary of State for Culture, 
Media and Sport. 
Scheduled Monuments (associated with the port and harbour area) are: 

St Catherine’s Castle
Fowey blockhouse  
Polruan Blockhouse 
St Saviour’s Chapel, Polruan

Listed Buildings 
In England and Wales the authority for listing is granted to the Secretary of State by 
the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation) Act 1990. 
The study area contains the following port-related Listed Buildings (Fig 49): 

The old custom house, Fowey (Grade II) 
Waterloo House, Fowey (former seamen’s mission) (Grade II)
Old boathouse, Albert Quay, Fowey (Grade II) 
Frenchman’s Creek Restaurant, Fowey (possible Havener’s Hall) (Grade II*)
Castle remains, Fowey (15th century blockhouse) (Grade II*) 
Former coastguard cottages, Fowey (Grade II) 
St Catherine’s Castle, Fowey (Grade II*) 
Net lofts adjoining Lugger Inn, Polruan (Grade II) 
Polruan Castle, Polruan (15th century blockhouse) (Grade II*) 
St Saviour’s Chapel, Polruan (Grade II)

Local Listed Building Orders / Partnership Agreements 
The Historic England (HE) South West office is in Bristol. HE provides input and advice 
on heritage matters for Listed Buildings and Scheduled Monuments, together with 
strategic overviews and support at local, regional and national levels. 
Heritage at Risk 
Scheduled Monuments and Listed Buildings are listed on the Historic England ‘Heritage 
at Risk Register. 
Fowey, Polruan and Bodinnick Conservation Areas 
Conservation Areas were first introduced in 1967 through the Civic Amenities Act and to 
date more than 9000 exist in the UK. The current Act governing the designation of 
these ‘areas of special architectural or historic interest, the character or appearance of 
which it is desirable to preserve or enhance’ is the Planning (Listed Buildings and 
Conservation Areas) Act 1990. Under this Act local planning authorities are required to 
designate conservation areas, to keep them under review and if appropriate to 
designate further areas. Designation remains the principal means by which local 
authorities can apply conservation policies to a particular area. Current guidance was 
set out by English Heritage in the 2011 publication ‘Understanding Place: Conservation 
Area Designation, Appraisal and Management’.
Fowey Conservation Area was designated in 1969 and extended in 1981. A 
comprehensive Conservation Area Character Appraisal with Management Proposals was 
undertaken in 2009 (Cornwall Council 2010). This document recommended that the 
conservation area boundary should be extended to ensure it best represents the special 
architectural and historic interest of Fowey (Cornwall Council 2010, 81). 
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Fig 49 Listed buildings and Scheduled Monuments in Fowey Harbour 
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Polruan and Bodinnick are both designated as Conservation Areas, Polruan in 1973 and 
Bodinnick in 1992. No appraisal of these has been carried out, to date. 
Article 4(2) directions 
Under Article 4 of the General Permitted Development Order 1995, a local authority 
may bring certain permitted development rights under their control. There are two 
routes to serving such notice – the more usual relates specifically to conservation areas 
and is covered by Article 4(2). 
There are a range of works that may need to be the subject of an application after as 
Article 4(2) direction – the most usual are alterations to windows, doors, roofs, 
chimneys and the like. If an LPA is minded to serve such notice they must specify the 
buildings that have frontages facing an identified location. That application needs to 
have been assessed and reasons for the Article 4 direction identified.  
The Conservation Area Character Appraisal and Management Proposals report 
recommended that ‘The Council will consider the introduction of an Article 4(2) 
Direction to protect significant historic features and details on unlisted dwellings within 
the conservation area’ (Cornwall Council 2010, 83).
Local Lists 
There is no local list for Fowey Harbour. The Conservation Area Character Appraisal and 
Management Proposals report recommended that ‘The Council will consider establishing 
a register of locally important historic buildings in light of the recommendations made 
in the ongoing Heritage Protection reforms; (Cornwall Council 2010, 81). 

4.1.2 Conservation designations 
A large proportion of the land area in Great Britain is under the protection of 
conservation designations. Statutory designations broadly fall into three categories: 
nature conservation, landscape conservation and natural heritage conservation, which 
protects wildlife, landscape and cultural aspects of the countryside. The study area is 
included within the following conservation designations: 

Cornwall Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB); 
Heritage Coast. 

4.2 Ownership 
Fowey Harbour has been a Trust Port since 1869 under the management of the Fowey 
Harbour Commissioners. The seaward end of the harbour starts at St Catherine’s Point 
and extends to the upper limits of tidal navigation, seven miles upstream at Lostwithiel. 
There has been a towage service within the harbour since 1881. Today the port 
facilities are leased by Imerys Minerals and the deep water facilities are used to export 
around 750,000 tonnes of china clay annually.  
As well as being the largest china clay port in the world, the port of Fowey provides 
harbour facilities for upwards of 1500 resident pleasure craft and 7000 to 8000 visiting 
vessels. The largely unspoiled coastal waters of the Fowey Estuary ranks it as one of 
the top 40 harbours in the UK and the top cargo handling port in the South West 
region. 

4.3 Planning arrangements 
Marine activities in the seas around England and Wales are licensed, regulated and 
planned by the Marine Management Organisation (MMO) so that they are carried out in 
a sustainable way. Their responsibilities include planning and licensing for marine 
construction, deposits and dredging that may have an environmental, economic or 
social impact and producing marine plans to include all marine activities, including 
those they do not directly regulate. The study area will come under the South West 
Inshore Plan which will be completed by 2021.
Cornwall IFCA (Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority) is responsible for marine 
fisheries and environmental management in the county’s inshore waters and estuaries. 
It was established on 1 April 2011 as a result of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 
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2009. The Authority has taken over the duties, responsibilities and assets of Cornwall 
Sea Fisheries Committee, together with a broader remit for the sustainable 
management of the inshore marine environment. The Cornwall IFCA District extends 
from Marsland Mouth on the north coast of Cornwall, around to the western end of the 
Plymouth Breakwater in Plymouth Sound on the south coast, for all the waters out to 
the six mile limit and includes the rivers and estuaries up to tidal limits

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) is the national planning policy 
document for England and Wales.  This national guidance is applied at a more local 
level by Councils (also known as Local Planning Authorities), who form area-specific 
policies and proposals that reflect the broad guidance of the NPPF, but with more locally 
specific detail.  
In Cornwall the main planning policy document is the emerging Cornwall Local Plan, 
which aims to control and influence the use of land in the public interest by identifying 
areas where development can and cannot take place. Sitting underneath the Cornwall
Local Plan are area-based policies for settlements, reflecting the specific character and 
needs of each place. These are referred to as either Town Frameworks or 
Neighbourhood Plans — Neighbourhood Planning is now a potential way ahead for 
bringing positive management actions forwards. 
The NPPF requires that Local Plans 'be prepared with the objective of contributing to 
the achievement of sustainable development.' Local Plans should cover a 20 year 
period, and be able to demonstrate that the content of the Plan is deliverable, meaning 
that a sufficient number of sites have been identified to achieve the objectives of the 
Plan.  
From 1 April 2009, the six District Councils and the County Council became a unitary 
authority - Cornwall Council. Many of the planning policies that were used by the 
former districts have been saved until such time that a county wide Local Plan is 
adopted. These policies will be used to determine planning applications that are 
submitted to Cornwall Council, albeit that the national guidance of the NPPF will be 
given greatest weight in decision making if the saved policies are considered out-of-
date. 
‘A future for Maritime Cornwall: The Cornwall Maritime Strategy 2012-2030’ was 
adopted by Cornwall Council in August 2012. It is the first, and to date the only, high-
level maritime strategy to be produced by a local authority. Section 1.4 of the Strategy 
identifies strong roles for landscape and seascape character in building Cornwall’s 
future sustainable economic and community development. The following objectives of 
the Strategy are of particular relevance to this study:       

Objective E: To recognise, protect and further develop the ‘working harbour’ role 
of Cornwall’s estuaries, ports and harbours; 
Objective F: To better connect Cornwall’s coastal communities and destinations 
and support sustainable, low carbon transport; and  
Objective G: Ensure Cornwall’s natural and historic maritime environment and 
culture is renowned worldwide, and is a source of pride and inspiration to 
residents and visitors.  

5 Forces for change 
The Carn Point Docks remain the largest china clay docks in the world. The economic 
benefits to Fowey are huge, both in terms of local employment and income generation; 
fees raised through harbour dues and towage services contribute to the maintenance of 
harbour services for the wider commercial and recreational use. Any negative changes 
within the local china clay industry would potentially have a large impact on Fowey and 
the local economy of the town.  
The popularity of Fowey, Polruan and Bodinnick as tourist destinations and the principal 
focus of the leisure port continues to increase. In addition to the large numbers of small 
pleasure craft that use the harbour facilities, the port is fast becoming a regular port of 
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call for large cruise liners; this brings the opportunity for increased visitor footfall to the 
towns and hamlets within its extent but also contributes to the volume of maritime 
traffic in an already busy and congested part of the estuary.  
Fishing is now a relatively small part of Fowey and Polruan’s economy but continues to 
bring in some landing trade. In addition to fish from deeper waters the estuary itself is 
the source of a variety of fish and seafood and there are controls and protections in 
place to ensure responsible and sustainable use of the marine resource by locals and 
visitors. 
There has not been any large-scale redevelopment or improvement of the port and 
harbour facilities in recent years. The topography and setting of Fowey, Polruan and 
Bodinnick means that road access in and out of these settlements is difficult and 
restricted in places and so far this has limited the spread of undue development and 
preserved the relatively unspoilt character of the historic settlements that make up the 
wider harbour. The capacity for any increase in maritime traffic in and around the 
harbour and estuary may, however, be an issue in any plans for future expansion or 
development. 
The long-term health and management of Fowey Estuary and its coastline are under
continual review in order to maintain its commercial and recreational popularity and 
protect its historic and physical environment. Sustaining the balance between economic 
viability and environmental protection may become a force for change if this cannot be 
achieved into the future. 

5.1 Commercial pressures 
The commercial shipping of china clay through Carn Point Docks is recognised as one of 
the leading contributors of employment and trade to the local and wider economy of 
Fowey. The income generated from harbour dues supports the on-going provision of 
harbour services and the success of the port is instrumental in raising the commercial 
profile of the port, which in turn attracts further maritime business. The harbour 
commissioners are working towards offsetting the balance of dependence on the china 
clay docks for Fowey’s economic survival by promoting the commercial opportunities 
within the recreational boating sector, which is an increasingly important part of current 
harbour operations, and associated maritime industry. The increase in cruise liners is 
being encouraged, with a Cruise co-ordinator is currently employed by the harbour 
commissioners to promote the port to prospective cruise line operators. The local 
business sector is also being encouraged to promote local commercial and recreational 
facilities to keep tourism buoyant and sustain all-year round trade.  
The fishing industry of Fowey and Polruan is of lower commercial significance than 
some of the neighbouring ports despite their long historic use as a fishing base; there is 
still some fish landing, however, and Fowey remains the registration port for boats from 
Dodman Point to Seaton in Devon. New EC Directive Regulations on landing 
requirements for all types of fish, crustaceans and bivalve molluscs restrict landing at 
sites other than those specifically designated for the purpose. Fowey and Polruan 
currently lack such facilities and are poorly equipped to support major coastal fishery 
due to their small quays and poor road access. Finding ways to address these issues 
(with reference to the Cornwall Maritime Strategy 2012-2030) could bring about a 
positive force for change and restore some of the economic balance in regard to the 
valuable marine resource on its doorstep. 

Ship and boat building remains a key industry for Fowey and Polruan, albeit on a 
significantly reduced scale from its late 19th century heights. This continues a long 
history of maritime industry within the Fowey estuary but also indicates a sustainable 
industry in the longer term, supported by a number of associated maritime businesses. 
This bodes well for sustainable employment in this area but this would be under 
pressure if this industry reduced any further in scale or disappeared altogether.   
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5.2 Tourism pressures 
The increased popularity of Fowey, Polruan and Bodinnick as tourist destinations brings 
welcome revenue to the estuary ports and harbours but does create its own pressures. 
The increased demand for water-based recreation and the extensive use of private 
transport by locals and visitors puts the roads and waterways under significant stress, 
particularly at peak times of the year; the waiting list for a deep water mooring at 
Fowey currently stands at around 600 – an average wait of 12 years.

The tidal nature of the estuary results in areas of congestion around the lower harbour 
at times of low tide, when large areas of the estuary are out of use. Caffa Mill Pill has 
been particularly impacted by this but the pressure has eased here since the Fowey 
Harbour Commissioners bought Penmarlam Boat Park at Mixtow Pill, opposite Carn 
Point Docks. To maintain the quiet unspoilt ambience of the estuary the Harbour 
Commissioners have introduced controls to limit speed and reduce high power water 
sports, so as to keep noise and congestion to a minimum. Maintaining the balance 
between encouraging visitors and boatmen on one hand and protecting the marine 
environment and unspoilt beauty of the estuary on the other is likely to become an 
increasing issue as Fowey, Polruan and Bodinnick continue to grow in popularity. 

5.3 Environmental pressures 
The relatively unspoilt nature of the Fowey Estuary is the result of its long-standing 
inaccessibility and remoteness. Road access in and around Fowey may continue to 
restrict landward traffic and visitors but the port access at Fowey is increasingly at risk 
of over congestion around the major landing points. The Fowey Estuary Partnership 
continually review the management needs of the commercial port and the wider 
estuary to ensure sustained commercial and economic viability in balance with 
protecting the cultural and natural resource and the conservation of the estuarine 
habitat. Some of the issues related to these include: 

The necessary maintenance of the deep water channels through dredging in 
ways that have minimum environmental impact; currently much of the 
sedimentation is caused by land run-off and sands from upstream. The large-
scale land management of local woodland and farmland has the potential to 
affect the balance of current dredging management and needs continual review. 

Protecting the marine habitat of the estuary so as to provide a sustainable 
commercial and recreational resource without creating undue pressure on local 
fish stocks.  

Maintaining the quality of the estuary and its landscape setting in order to 
protect the natural habitat and sustain its popularity as a tourist destination 
and boating haven. This includes enhancing the opportunities for commercial 
and recreational activity within its waters in a way that is conflict-free and 
productive for all. 

The early linear growth of Fowey and Polruan along the estuary edges and higher cliff 
tops has left the historic areas of both towns vulnerable to the impacts of coastal 
erosion. Substantial sections of defensive sea walls currently protect the highway and 
residential properties edging the cliff slopes to the south of Fowey and at Readymoney 
Cove, many of which are privately owned and maintained. Within Fowey and Polruan, 
waterside properties and commercial premises are currently protected by the historic 
quays and sea walls, although the poor condition of Some of Polruan’s defences have 
been noted. Cliff stabilisation measures have been put in place to protect highways and 
property at Readymoney Cove. Currently the existing defences at Fowey, Polruan and 
Readymoney are having no detrimental impact on sedimentary processes. 

The initial Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) recorded that the beaches at Polruan and 
Readymoney Cove are currently recharged through dredging but the SMP review 
(2011) notes a continuing tendency towards erosion in and around the cove. Fresh rock 
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fall was also noted in areas such as Polysfoot Cave, indicating the potential for further 
erosion impact along the cliff edges (although this is calculated as a long-term risk).

Within Fowey and Polruan, waterside properties may be under threat if the existing sea 
defences and harbour structures are not maintained. The SMP review (2011) noted that 
a flood alleviation study for the Fowey and Polruan areas was under plan by Cornwall 
Council. 

The current policy of the SMP is to either do nothing or hold the line along much of 
coastline between Fowey and Readymoney Cove, pending a period of cliff stability 
monitoring to gauge longer term trends. A hold the line policy is also recommended for 
those developments in Fowey and Polruan close to the water’s edge, with the potential 
to advance the line on Fowey and Polruan’s operational frontages through beneficial 
port-related development and following due consideration to any potential impacts on 
estuarine processes and habitats. 

5.4 Climate change 
‘Climate change will play a major role in shaping the future of Cornwall. Predictions for 
rising mean temperatures and sea levels indicate that the largely coastal population 
and the landscape, fisheries and biodiversity interest of Cornwall, is likely to be 
increasingly affected by the local impacts of global scale climate change. 

 (Cornwall Maritime Strategy 2010-2030; Annex) 

Average global temperature and sea level have risen since the late 19th century and at 
an increased rate over the past few decades. Average UK temperature has risen since 
the mid 20th century, as have average sea level and sea surface temperature around 
the UK coast. Over the same time period, trends in precipitation and storminess are 
harder to identify (UK Climate Projections (UKCP09)). Future sea-level rise around the 
UK is estimated to be between 12 and 76cm by 2090–2099 (Lowe et al 2009). This 
range is based on projections using low, medium and high scenarios for greenhouse 
gas emissions, and the central estimate for the medium scenario is 37cm by 2100, 
although this should not be taken as the most likely projection. 

The predicted rise in sea level in the next century due to global warming could have a 
profound effect on areas of Cornwall’s low-lying shoreline.  

‘Estimates suggest that net sea level rise in the South West could be between 20 and 
80cm by the 2080s. The sea level in Newlyn, a location with one of the five longest sea 
level records in the UK, has risen by approximately 20cm since 1920. It has been 
suggested that a sea level rise of 20cm by 2030 would compromise freshwater and 
coastal habitats, sea defences and increase the frequency of coastal flood events, and 
due to the coastal topography, managed retreat is not always an option.’ (Cornwall 
Maritime Strategy 2012-2030; Annex) 

A warmer climate is likely to have a positive impact on the county generally by 
extending the local tourist season and bringing more visitors to the region, boosting the 
local economy as a result. The adverse effects of potential coastal flooding and sea rise 
are likely to compromise local flood defences and heritage assets; as typical for much 
of Cornwall, the steep topography of the coastline around Fowey Harbour would provide 
limited opportunity for any form of managed retreat. There would also potentially be 
changes in marine biodiversity, which may include a threat to local fish stocks. 
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Fig 50 Risk of flooding from rivers and sea at Fowey (© Environment Agency copyright 
and database rights 2015. © Ordnance Survey Crown copyright. All rights reserved. 
Environment Agency, 100026380. Contains Royal Mail data © Royal Mail copyright and 
database right 2015. 

The areas marked as ‘High’ on Figure 50 indicate that each year this area has a chance 
of flooding of greater than 1 in 30 (3.3%). This takes into account the effect of any 
flood defences that may be in this area. Flood defences reduce, but do not completely 
stop the chance of flooding as they can be overtopped or fail.

The Environment Agency predicts that coastal erosion in this area will be negligible over 
the next 100 years. The Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) policy over each of the 
three management epochs (20 years, 50 years and 100 years) is ‘Hold the existing 
defence line’.

6 Assessment of significance 
In 2008, English Heritage published ‘Conservation Principles’, a framework and 
guidance for assessing the range of values pertaining to the historic environment 
(English Heritage 2008). This guidance identifies four main types of values: Evidential, 
Historical, Aesthetic and Communal. The following subsections present a preliminary 
assessment of the values and significance relating to Penzance Harbour’s port-related 
heritage. 

6.1 Evidential 
—‘the potential of a place to yield evidence about past human activity’
The survival of the historic built waterfronts in Fowey and Polruan is impressive. The 
changes in architectural build that have resulted from progressive rebuilding and infill 
are clearly visible and, for Fowey, demonstrate the development of the harbour from its 
early nucleus around Town Quay northwards along the coast. In Polruan the infill of 
sections of shingle beach between the historic quays is also evident through sections of 
later walling. 
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There are some substantial buildings within Fowey and Polruan that date back to the 
later medieval period. This is particularly evident in the vicinity of Town Quay, Fowey, 
where one of the surviving buildings may have been the Havener’s Hall. At Polruan 
medieval buildings of note include the 15th century blockhouse and the remains of St 
Saviour’s Chapel.
Surviving maritime–related buildings of post-medieval date within the wider extent of 
Fowey Harbour include, for Fowey, the 18th century Custom House at the foot of 
Custom House Lane, the 18th century Waterloo House (formerly a seamen’s mission), 
the 19th century lifeboat house on Town Quay and the 19th century Harbour Offices and 
adjacent boathouse on Albert Quay, for Polruan, the 18th to 19th century net lofts 
adjoining the Lugger Inn and 19th century Coastguard Station on St Saviour’s Hill, for 
Bodinnick the 18th to 19th century ‘Ferryside’, formerly a shipwright’s house and
potentially incorporating some of the former shipyard buildings.   
Between the buildings and quays along all the historic harbour waterfronts are narrow 
access lanes and steps leading down to the water, many still with their granite steps 
and retaining walls. Within some of these access lanes in Fowey are old doorways and 
back houses that retain medieval or post-medieval features, although the street 
frontages are of later date (typically 18th to 19th century). At numerous points along the 
foreshore to the south of Fowey are rock-cut slipways and landing points, access steps 
and historic sea walls,  some of which (at Whitehouse Quay and Inch’s Quay, for 
example) date back at least as far as the medieval period. Between Polruan and 
Bodinnick some of the historic quays and cellars still survive, although many have seen 
converted usage. At Bodinnick the main quay walls still survive, the former shipyard 
now incorporated into the gardens at Ferryside. 
The industry that was once integral to Fowey Harbour’s post-medieval heritage is still 
tangible in a number of surviving boatyards, boat houses, fish cellars and store 
buildings along North Street and Lostwithiel Street in Fowey and within the historic core 
of Polruan. The hub of the shipbuilding industry at Caffa Mill Pill in Fowey is less 
apparent but some of the peripheral industrial buildings remain, now converted to 
commercial or residential use. The once historic function of some buildings and yards 
are preserved as house names and business premises; ‘Hellers Yard’, ‘Whitford Yard’, 
Berrill’s Yard’. Berrill’s Yard is now a car park but the old walls of former stores 
buildings are still visible and a small iron coal derrick survives in the north eastern 
corner of the historic quayside. The old station master’s house survives at Caffa Mill, all 
that remains of the railway station save for a former engine shed now within the Carn 
Point Docks complex. Within the docks, too, are the historic jetties and mooring 
dolphins that preceded the modern expansion. At Readymoney Cove the former lime 
kiln and fish cellar survive, now redeveloped; the lime kiln, in particular, retains much 
of its historic form. At Polruan the historic shipyards to the east of Town Quay survive, 
now amalgamated as part of Tom’s Yard.
Along the cliff slopes and strategically placed at points along the cliff tops are the 
remains of the historic coastal defences that protected Fowey Harbour during times of 
threat. The 15th century blockhouses at Fowey and Polruan, and the 16th century St 
Catherine’s Castle, are still substantial buildings. A series of World War II pillboxes 
survive at points along the cliffs and estuary-side, the most complete of these adjacent 
to Whitehouse Quay and Bodinnick Quay. A single granite anti-tank trap, originally one 
of a row, remains embedded in the granite wall of the Fowey harbour Offices on Albert 
Quay, Fowey. In Polruan the base of a pillbox and searchlight battery survive adjacent 
to the remains of 19th century practice rifle butts on St Saviour’s Point. The platform of 
a Bofors gun emplacement survives as earthworks within the grounds of the former drill 
hall on St Saviour’s Hill.
At St Catherine’s Point are the remains of the buildings and gun emplacements that 
were part of the World War II coastal battery. The earthworks of the late prehistoric 
cliff castle still form an impressive boundary enclosure around the later battery, 
emphasising the long standing defensive character of this prominent headland. The 
Rashleigh mausoleum is also a distinctive feature of the headland. It stands on a raised 
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mound that is thought to be the site of the former St Katherine’s Chapel; the remains 
of the chapel itself are no longer visible above ground. 
Love Lane, running inland from Readymoney Cove, retains the form of a narrow 
medieval hollow way and the wheel ruts of the carts that used to carry sand up from 
the beach are still visible cut into the bedrock. 
Battery Lane, running south from Polruan to a former battery on St Saviour’s Hill, 
survives as a narrow lane, bounded by high walling along some sections. 
As a whole the juxtaposition of Fowey, Polruan and Bodinnick within Fowey Harbour 
continues to evidence the long history of settlement around the estuary mouth and the 
interdependence between these as centres of communication, commerce and industry, 
and social interconnectivity. 

6.2 Historical 
— ‘the ways in which past people, events and aspects of life can be connected to the 
present (it tends to be illustrative or associative)’
The extensive historic built waterfronts at Fowey and Polruan are testament to the 
long-standing relationship between the local communities and the estuary on which 
they depended for their livelihood and for their connection with the outside world 
(water transport probably predominated over road transport throughout much of the 
port’s history).
The surviving boat houses, boatyards, sail lofts, fish cellars, smithies and lime kilns 
within the quays and back plots of Fowey and Polruan reflect the diversity of maritime-
related industry of the post-medieval to early modern period, many of which continue 
some form of maritime-related function into the present day. Fowey Boat Yard, in 
Fowey, and Tom’s Yard, in Polruan, both directly continue the tradition of boat building 
and ship repair within Fowey Harbour that was so prevalent between the post-medieval 
period and the later 19th century. 
The modern docks at Carn Point retain some historical structures (jetties, mooring 
dolphins, railway buildings) that reflect the continuity of commercial enterprise and the 
juxtaposition of the docks and the railway at Caffa Mill. The fate of the station and the 
former station master’s house (now under redevelopment) reflects the wider history of 
railway cuts during the 1960’s as part of the Beeching review.  
The ferry crossings from Bodinnick and Polruan largely continue to follow the routes in 
operation from at least the medieval period; the terminal at Old Passage Slip has been 
re-routed to Caff Mill Pill and at Whitehouse and Inch’s Quay the original rock-cut 
landing places and slips have been superseded by modern quays and jetties. The ferry 
slipway at Bodinnick is also largely modern in appearance but the remains of an older 
cobbled slipway may survive adjoining the Bodinnick Quay wall. 
The series of coastal defences positioned within Fowey Harbour and along the cliff tops 
both sides of the estuary mouth reflect the long history of maritime defence during 
times of threat – from the coastal raids by the French and Spanish during the 15th

century through to the enduring threat of attack by air and sea during the long years of 
the World War II.
A notable part of Fowey Harbour’s attraction as a tourist destination since the late 19th

to early 20th century has been the link with the literary and artistic community that 
visited or settled in and around Fowey during this period. Their artwork and literature 
survives as testament to the popularity of the place as a creative muse and the 
inspiration behind much of their work.  The historic homes of Daphne Du Maurier and 
Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch are famous landmarks within and around the estuary and the 
Daphne Du Maurier Literary festival is a popular annual event that celebrates Fowey’s 
artistic and literary renown.  
At Readymoney Cove, the surviving ornamental woodland reflects the popular fashion 
for garden design amongst the landed gentry of the 18th to 19th centuries. The family 
mausoleum on St Catherine’s Point and the lime kiln-turned-folly and formal garden
remains at Readymoney Cove survive as tangible links with the Rashleigh family who 
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played a key role in Fowey’s history and development. The Treffry family’s influence is 
also to be seen, not least in the ruins of the two blockhouses and in the impressive 
presence of their historic family home of Place, adjacent to the parish church. 
The historic harbours of Fowey and Polruan together retain a holistic character that 
embodies their long history and function as working harbours with an intrinsic shared 
interest in each other and the working life of the estuary and its port. Bodinnick 
remains a small waterside settlement, with its ancient crowded buildings still focussed 
around the ferry crossing to Fowey, perpetuating its long association with the town. 
Readymoney Cove also retains much of its 19th century gentility and although joined to 
the 19th century spread of Fowey is still defined by its sense of ‘separateness’ and the 
elements of former industry and formal design that combine together to form its 
present day character.  

6.3 Aesthetic 
— ‘the ways in which people draw sensory and intellectual stimulation from a place’
A walk through historic Fowey from end to end is a sensory delight that gives the 
walker a real sense of the diverse character of its different elements; the once 
industrial hub of Caffa Mill; the historic town with its narrow winding streets, pressed 
up against the hillside, the historic buildings jostling for space; the genteel and open 
vistas along the Esplanade with its fine residential villas and guest houses and far 
reaching coastal vistas; the secret, semi-hidden delights of Readymoney Cove, the 
sandy beach nestled between the wooded slopes of the narrow valley inland; the open 
windy heights of St Catherine’s Point as the walker emerges from the woodland below. 
Carn Docks is closed off and removed behind its high fencing and Caffa Mill today is an 
open functional space, far removed from the quiet creek of yesteryear. From the 
modern car park a glance towards the town reveals Old Passage Slip and the historic 
quay walls backing the houses along Station Road; a taste of the town to come. The 
historic waterfront of the main town can be glimpsed from many points along its main 
streets; the weathered granite of the quays now supporting the dwellings and garden 
spaces of the domestic town. The historic form of the waterfront is best appreciated at 
low tide, however, when a walk along the foreshore reveals the juxtaposition of 
different phases of building and infill, the diversity of architectural forms and the jumble 
of access lanes and steps that cut through to the water along its length. 
Fowey town centre is a busy bustling place of narrow streets and crowded buildings; a
diverse mix of local residents going about their everyday business and enthusiastic 
visitors and holiday makers. Towards the town edges the small maritime businesses 
that continue to ply their trade are visual reminders of Fowey’s industrial heritage; the 
noise of boat builders still ring out from the Fowey Boat Yard; the small boat yards and 
net lofts still house a colourful array of yachts and dinghies, nets and buoys. Beyond 
the town to the south the walker emerges onto the quiet gentility of the Esplanade, 
from where to enjoy a gentle stroll along the cliff tops, taking in the far reaching views 
over the estuary. Small hidden gardens can be found at intervals along the route, 
places to sit and reflect and enjoy the peace and quiet. As the road dips down to 
Readymoney Cove the town falls out of view to be replaced by a wooded valley and a 
small cluster of buildings around the head of the sandy beach. The former lime kiln has 
been fitted out with benches and a covered beach shelter; a miniature resort tucked 
into the lee of the cliffs. 
From Readymoney Cove the road heads towards the narrow leafy depths of Love Lane, 
the bedrock below one’s feet much travelled by foot and horse drawn carts making 
their way inland or up towards St Catherine’s Point. The once ornamental woodland 
remains a pleasant green space of paths and copses, which give passing glimpses out 
along the coastline and estuary below. Traces of building foundations and sections of 
walling can be seen in places; remnants of the World War II battery that once occupied 
the woods and the headland beyond. The great earthworks of the late prehistoric cliff 
castle effectively divide the woods from the open ground of St Catherine’s Point, from 
where there are breath-taking views along the estuary towards Fowey and Polruan and 
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southwards out to sea. The blockhouses on both sides of the estuary remain prominent 
reminders of the defences that once protected the mouth of the estuary at this point,
their blockwork grim and dark against the estuary waters. 
The historic core of Polruan is confined to the Cliffside above the harbour. Its narrow 
streets and crowded buildings combine an inward looking character with glimpses of the 
harbour side and estuary. Town Quay remains the focus of the town, the adjacent 
Tom’s Yard a busy working space, full of noise and bustle, and the regular to and fro of 
the ferry a reassuring connection with the outside world. Above Polruan the windswept 
clifftops of St Saviour’s Hill are an open and airy contrast to the nestled town below, 
with far reaching views along the coast and out to sea. The north side of the hill looks 
down on Polruan and Fowey and the close relationship between the two sides of the 
estuary is clearly apparent.  
The estuary itself is a vibrant dynamic space; a busy waterway for commercial traffic 
and the ferries that routinely cross from side to side; the pleasure boats and yachts 
that career down the channel or tack from side to side across the water. On a sunny 
day the water sparkles against its wooded backdrop and casts its reflection through the 
town, the light constantly moving and changing. The views across and along the 
estuary extend out across Fowey and Polruan, upstream towards Bodinnick and the 
smaller wooded creeks and pills and beyond the estuary mouth towards the open sea. 
The combined character of Fowey, Polruan and Bodinnick, along with the smaller coves, 
pills and landing places around the estuary mouth creates a pleasing aesthetic and 
charm, which has attracted visitors and artists on all levels for centuries.  

6.4 Communal 
— ‘the meanings of a place for the people who relate to it or for whom it figures in their 
collective memory’
The Fowey estuary reaches out to the wider community through the writings of its 
literary residents and the works of local artists. The Daphne Du Maurier Festival and 
Fowey regatta annually bring extra visitors to the area, drawn by these two events. The 
two large land-owning families in Fowey, the Rashleighs and the Treffrys, still have 
influence in the town, continuing their historic patronage. The commercial heart of both 
Fowey and Polruan is dependent on the tourism and maritime industries that are the 
main livelihood of local residents and businesses. Although the physical presence of 
Carn Point Docks is somewhat divided from the town of Fowey, it provides substantial 
employment opportunities for the local community and contributes financially towards 
the upkeep of the harbour and harbour services. Tom’s Yard at Polruan remains a 
family-run business and a substantial contributor to the local economy and harbour 
services, combining boat repairs and visiting yacht services with the running of the 
Bodinnick and Polruan ferries. The diversity of present day Fowey Harbour is reflected 
in the variety of its local residents and the visitors who flock to the area each year. The 
estuary, with Fowey and Polruan at its head, is the lifeblood of the local communities 
that have settled here and all the heritage aspects of the historic port and harbour;
historic, evidential, aesthetic and communal, converge upon it. 

7  Summary of recommendations 
As demonstrated by the three historic characterisation time slices for Fowey Harbour,
the modern port developed out of the small medieval town and harbour at Fowey and 
neighbouring fishing villages at Polruan and Bodinnick on the opposite shore. Early 
settlement in these areas typically focussed around early landing places and tidal inlets, 
expanding out along the estuary sides as the need for industrial space increased during 
the post-medieval period. The towns of Polruan and Fowey further expanded out along 
the clifftops during the 19th century, following the fashion for building genteel villas and 
guesthouses on the semi-rural town edges, capitalising on the spectacular views across 
the estuary and out to sea. 
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As the town of Fowey grew further, the small cove at Readymoney, once the domain of 
the Rashleigh’s, and the prominent headland of St Catherine’s Point, with its multi-
period function as a defensive headland overlooking the mouth of the estuary, were 
incorporated within its environs.  
Bodinnick has remained a small and closely crowded settlement in the cleft of the valley 
leading down to the ferry crossing. The modern car ferry service by-passes the small 
hamlet but the ferry slipway remains a focus of activity and a constant link to the wider 
estuary.
Each distinctive element of present day Fowey, Polruan and Bodinnick has its own 
integrity of character but together they tell a coherent story of Fowey Harbour’s historic 
development and its transition from a series of medieval harbours through post-
medieval industrial port to modern harbour, docks and coastal holiday destination. As a 
result, Fowey is renowned both for the scale and productivity of its china clay docks, 
and the wider harbour its popularity as a haven for holiday makers, creative artisans 
and the boating fraternity. 
An adequately-resourced Conservation Management Plan is required for Fowey, Polruan 
and Bodinnick and their combined port-related heritage. This should include a vision for 
all three areas along with a set of management policies, taking into account what has 
gone before. These policies should be specific to the maritime-related needs of Fowey,
Polruan and Bodinnick, based on an understanding of all three sites; their commonality 
and differences, their contribution to the development of the port, how they are valued 
by the different communities they engage with and their current management issues. 
Fowey, Polruan and Bodinnick are all Conservation Areas and many of their historic 
buildings are Listed Buildings; the three medieval blockhouses and St Saviour’s Chapel 
are additionally Scheduled Monuments. Some key historic buildings and maritime 
structures are omitted from the Listings, however, and aside from the Conservation 
Area policies have little or no heritage protection. It is important that any measures 
taken to address the forces for change through redevelopment or revised management 
of the wider harbour and adjacent historic areas are able to take full account of the 
historic significance of many port-related buildings and structures that may otherwise 
go overlooked; the historic quaysides and access lanes are particularly vulnerable to 
modern redevelopment as coastal properties become increasingly desirable. It is also 
important not to lose any more of the smaller industrial premises and maritime 
buildings, such as boat houses and sail lofts, for example, that may not figure 
prominently in any plans for redevelopment but which are integral to the historic 
character of Fowey Harbour and its maritime heritage. 
In accordance with guidance issued by Historic England it is good practice to regularly 
review Conservation Area Appraisals to ensure they remain accurate and up to date. It 
is recommended that a formal review of the Appraisal for Fowey should take place in 
2016. Appraisals for Polruan and Bodinnick have not been carried out and these should 
be made a matter of priority. 
At Caffa Mill there is little to reflect the once industrial hub of post-medieval shipyards 
and quays, nor the older open creek they replaced. Even the railway terminal that 
superseded these has been lost to Carn Point Docks and modern car parking. It is 
important that where historic buildings and structures in this part of Fowey do survive 
they are respected and preserved; this has already been observed to some extent by 
modern redevelopment but should continue to be a priority of any future planning.  
The charm of Readymoney Cove lies in its feeling of ‘separateness’ and the integrity of 
its semi-rural character and valley location. It is important that future planning 
proposals do not allow new development to encroach on the cove to the point where 
this integrity is lost. 
The core of settlement at Bodinnick is protected by a degree from the constant traffic 
using the car ferry but the pressure of traffic in this restricted area should be monitored 
for its negative impact and any reduction in quality for local residents. The ferry 
terminal is mainly constructed of modern concrete to take the wear of constant traffic 
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and the survival of any underlying historic fabric is currently unknown and unrecorded. 
An assessment of the site is recommended to ascertain the extent of any historic 
structures associated with earlier ferry crossing points, the scale survival and any 
threat to their preservation through ongoing use by the ferry and its passengers.  
There has been only limited archaeological intervention or historic assessment generally 
within Fowey and its harbour (see Parkes 2000) or within the wider extent of Caffa Mill, 
Readymoney, Polruan and Bodinnick; although some assessment and survey has been 
carried out at St Catherine’s Point in recent years (Gossip 2013). There is significant 
potential for surviving below ground remains in the historic centres of Fowey, Polruan, 
Bodinnick and Readymoney Cove. The multi-period sites of St Catherine’s Point and St 
Saviour’s Hill are also likely to have substantial preservation of below ground remains 
associated with a range of human activity from different periods. Caffa Mill has been 
progressively redeveloped during the 20th century but there is some potential for 
surviving below ground remains where ground disturbance has been less extensive. 
Within Fowey, palaeoenvironmental evidence associated with Caffa Mill Pill, the former 
tidal inlet to the north of Town Quay, and the ford at Readymoney Cove, may also 
survive below ground in these areas. At Bodinnick, palaeoenvironmental evidence 
associated with older ferry crossings may survive within the small harbour area. Any 
future planning or redevelopment should take this into account and appropriate 
provision made for proper assessment or recording. 
The historic waterfronts at Fowey and Polruan are particularly fine surviving examples 
of historic development and redevelopment and a proper building survey would be 
beneficial to properly appreciate the diversity of architecture and phases of infill along 
their extent. 
There is some potential for the survival of buried archaeological features and deposits 
along the intertidal foreshore on both sides of the estuary that should be considered if 
any ground disturbance or dredging is planned for these areas. Where work is subject 
to the planning process it will be considered within the context of the NPPF and may be 
subject to relevant conditions. Where there are conditions attached to any planning, 
listed building or conservation area approval or any other relevant approval requiring 
archaeological investigation and recording then this work is funded by the applicant as 
it is not supplied by the local planning authority. Similarly outside the planning system 
any investigation will require funding. 
To aid the appreciation and understanding of the medieval harbours of Fowey and 
Polruan, the post-medieval industry of Caffa Mill Pill, the origins and designed 
landscape of Readymoney Cove and the multi-period nature of St Catherine’s Point and 
St Saviour’s Hill, there should be some provision of well-placed information boards 
containing a brief written account of each area’s origins and development, supported by 
selected historic photographs and mapping.  
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